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Abstract
The study of chassis control has been a major research area in the automotive industry
and academia for more than fifty years now. Among the popular methods used to actively
control the dynamics of a vehicle, torque vectoring, the method of controlling both the
direction and the magnitude of the torque on the wheels, is of particular interest. Such a
method can alter the vehicle’s behaviour in a positive way under both sub-limit and limit
handling conditions and has become even more relevant in the case of an electric vehicle
equipped with multiple electric motors.
Torque vectoring has been so far employed mainly in lateral vehicle dynamics con-
trol applications, with the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle remaining under the full
authority of the driver. Nevertheless, it has been also recognised that active control of
the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle can improve vehicle stability in limit handling
situations. A characteristic example of this is the case where the driver misjudges the
entry speed into a corner and the vehicle starts to deviate from its path, a situation com-
monly referred to as a ‘terminal understeer’ condition. Use of combined longitudinal and
lateral control in such scenarios have been already proposed in the literature, but these
solutions are mainly based on heuristic approaches that also neglect the strong coupling
of longitudinal and lateral dynamics in limit handling situations.
The main aim of this project is to develop a real-time implementable multivariable
control strategy to stabilise the vehicle at the limits of handling in an optimal way using
torque vectoring via the two independently controlled electric motors on the rear axle of
an electric vehicle. To this end, after reviewing the most important contributions in the
control of lateral and/or longitudinal vehicle dynamics with a particular focus on the limit
handling solutions, a realistic vehicle reference behaviour near the limit of lateral acceler-
ation is derived. An unconstrained optimal control strategy is then developed for terminal
understeer mitigation. The importance of constraining both the vehicle state and the con-
trol inputs when the vehicle operates at the limits of handling is shown by developing
a constrained linear optimal control framework, while the effect of using a constrained
nonlinear optimal control framework instead is subsequently examined next. Finally an
optimal estimation strategy for providing the necessary vehicle state information to the
proposed optimal control strategies is constructed, assuming that only common vehicle
sensors are available. All the developed optimal control strategies are assessed not only
in terms of performance but also execution time, so to make sure they are implementable
in real time on a typical Electronic Control Unit.
v
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The study of chassis control has been a major research area for both the automotive in-
dustry and academia for more than forty years now. Chassis control can be defined as
the control of the longitudinal, lateral and vertical vehicle motion to improve handling
and traction/braking performance along with active safety [48]. Although it is a rela-
tively new area of research, it has quickly grown into one of the most intensive subjects
with a large volume of published literature [94]. This growth has a direct connection
with the increased safety concerns due to the ever increasing number of vehicles on the
road, combined with the higher performance found on vehicles today. At the same time,
the rapid development of the microprocessor has offered faster and cheaper platforms for
deployment of chassis control solutions.
After the introduction of the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) in 1978 and the Trac-
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tion Control System (TCS) five years later, chassis control systems have expanded to
include the dynamics of the vehicle as a whole [84]. This was achieved with systems
such as Four Wheel Steering (4WS) and semi-active/active suspension in the mid 1980s
and braking systems such as the Electronic Stability Program (ESP) ten years later [131].
These systems offered greater control over the dynamics of the vehicle in a closed-loop
fashion, differentiating themselves from systems such as the ABS and the TCS which
focus on the individual wheels.
From the application methods used so far for control of the vehicle dynamics one
method in particular is of great interest: torque vectoring, the method of controlling both
the direction and magnitude of torque in order to influence the dynamics of the vehicle in
a positive way [145], has attracted increasing attention over the past fifteen years. Torque
vectoring on a conventional driveline can be applied between axles or between wheels of
the same axle, or even in a front-rear and left-right operation combining axle and cen-
tre differentials or couplings. But with the re-emerging technologies of Electric Vehicles
(EV) and Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV), torque vectoring has become even more im-
portant, since these platforms offer greater authority over a conventional driveline when
it comes to effectively distributing torque. And while torque vectoring has been so far
seen as a system that improves steerability and vehicle response in sub-limit situations,
the new possibilities given from the EV and HEV platforms can extend its operation in
the limit handling region.
In the context of active chassis control, systems that control the lateral dynamics of
the vehicle have been the main topic of research so far. Such systems focus mainly on
improving the steerability of the vehicle under sub-limit conditions and preventing loss
of control in limit handling situations. Longitudinal vehicle control on the other hand
has remained mainly under the command of the driver, with systems like Cruise Control
(CC) only recently incorporating safety functions such as regulation of the vehicle’s speed
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to keep a safe following distance from the vehicle in front. However, it has been also
recognised that active control of the longitudinal dynamics can improve the stability of
the vehicle in terminal understeer situations.
Understeer along with oversteer and neutral steer are terms commonly used to explain
how a vehicle responds to steering inputs. Since the actual connection between the steer-
ing angle on the wheels and the response of the vehicle is quite complex, the concept of
understeer gradient has been introduced at this point: using a single-track model under
steady-state cornering and also assuming that all tyres stay at their linear region of oper-
ation, the understeer gradient can give an indication of the natural behaviour of a vehicle




where δ is the steering angle on the front wheels, L the wheelbase of the vehicle, R the
vehicle path radius, K the understeer gradient and ay = V 2x /R the lateral acceleration of
the vehicle at its Centre of Mass (CM). Then a vehicle is:
1. neutral steer when K = 0 and there is no need to adjust the steering angle when we
vary the vehicle’s speed on a constant radius path,
2. understeer when K > 0 and the steering angle will have to increase with speed
according to Kay in order to keep a constant radius path, with the characteristic
speed Vchar defined as the speed at which that steering angle is double the Ackerman
angle δacker = L/R [50],
3. oversteer when K < 0 and the steering angle has to decrease as the speed is in-
creased until it reaches a zero value at the critical speed (Fig. 1.1).
While the use of the understeer gradient as introduced above can somehow quantify




















Figure 1.1: Change of steer angle with vehicle speed on a constant radius path for a neutral
steer, an understeer and an oversteer vehicle.
the natural tendency of a car to follow a prescribed path radius or not, it is based on many
simplifying assumptions. It is therefore important to note at this point that the behaviour
of the vehicle while cornering can change depending on the vehicle drivetrain topology
and/or the use of the acceleration/brake pedal. This is mainly due to the longitudinal and
lateral tyre force coupling effect which dictates that the lateral tyre force capacity of a tyre
reduces in the presence of a longitudinal tyre force. Then, for example:
• A Front-Wheel Drive (FWD) vehicle under acceleration while cornering has a
smaller lateral force potential on the front tyres and exhibits increased understeer.
• A Rear-Wheel Drive (RWD) vehicle under acceleration while cornering has a smaller
lateral force potential on the back tyres and exhibits increased oversteer.
Returning to the limit handling cases, terminal understeer therefore refers to that kind
of vehicle operation in which the front tyres have reached their maximum lateral force
potential due to excessive vehicle speed through a corner. The necessity for velocity
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regulation in terminal understeer situations is already mentioned by van Zanten et al. [139]
as part of the performance requirements for the future development of ESP system by
Bosch. Van Zanten [139] points out that especially in the case of J-turns, where the
turning radius is continuously reduced along the trajectory (a scenario typical on highway
exits), the ESP’s yaw moment correction on the lateral dynamics alone is not sufficient. In
those cases the requirement of minimum speed change from the ESP intervention needs
to get reduced in its priority and thus, by appropriately reducing the vehicle’s speed the
radius of the turn can be decreased as well.
While the necessity to reduce the vehicle’s velocity in terminal understeer cases is
well documented [53,89,106,139], the method that this velocity reduction will take place
remains an open question: proposed solutions range from simple control strategies that
superimpose individual braking of all four wheels on the ESP intervention on a standard
vehicle [89] to torque vectoring algorithms which combine a high level supervisory con-
troller with a static control allocation scheme on an All-Wheel Drive (AWD) EV [74].
No matter the approach used, a recurring problem in the proposed so far solutions is the
assumption that the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle are decoupled from its lateral
dynamics, while it is often the case that a similar assumption is also made on the tyre
level by assuming decoupled longitudinal and lateral tyre forces. While it is understood
that such assumptions can greatly simplify the control design and minimise computational
requirements, they are not valid anymore in limit handling cases.
Another point of interest in limit handling cases is the chosen drivetrain topology,
since disturbing the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle will change its understeer char-
actersitics as already evidenced above. The drivetrain topology used in this project is that
of an RWD EV with two electric motors on the rear axle of the vehicle (refer to Appendix
A for details), where the stabilising controller is able to manipulate the motor torques
to follow the given reference vehicle behaviour, while the driver reserves full authority
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of the steering angle input through which he commands the intended path of the vehi-
cle. While such a drivetrain topology has the advantage that it does not interfere with the
lateral tyre forces on the front wheels and the steering feel from the driver, it can result
in induced oversteering behaviour on the vehicle, especially in the terminal understeer
cases examined here where the desired velocity reduction demands for brake actions on
the rear wheels. It is therefore important to carefully consider the vehicle, tyre and motor
operation limits in limit handling cases as we are going to see in the chapters to follow.
1.2 Aim and Contribution
The aim of this project is to develop a real-time implementable multivariable control
strategy to stabilise an RWD EV using torque vectoring at the limits of handling in an
optimal way. While the understeer mitigation capabilities of the proposed control strategy
through the necessary reduction of the vehicle’s velocity will be the main focus in this
project, the final solution will be able to stabilise the vehicle under any limit handling
condition including oversteer cases.
To meet this aim, this project has led to the following contributions:
• review the most important contributions in the control of lateral and/or longitudinal
vehicle dynamics, with a particular focus on the limit handling solutions (chapter
2),
• based on an original idea from [40], develop a realistic vehicle state reference near
the limit of lateral acceleration for the controller to follow (chapter 3),
• based on an original idea from [40], develop an unconstrained optimal solution for
terminal understeer mitigation (chapter 4),
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• show the importance of constraining both the vehicle state and the control inputs
when the vehicle operates at the limits of handling by developing a linear con-
strained optimal control framework (chapter 5),
• analyse the relative advantages and disadvantages of using a nonlinear constrained
optimal control framework (chapter 6),
• develop an optimal estimation strategy for providing the necessary vehicle state
information to the proposed optimal control strategies, assuming that no additional
sensors than the ones found on a standard vehicle are available (chapter 7).
It is important to note at this point that all the developed strategies will be systemati-
cally assessed in terms of real-time feasibility, since in the context of active chassis control
strategies like the ones presented here it is important to make sure that all solutions are
real-time implementable. To this end, computational times using a standard desktop ma-
chine (i7-2600k at 3.40GHz with 16GB of memory) are reported throughout this report,
while the final solution is also deployed on a dSPACE DS1005 board (PowerPC 750GX at
1.00GHz with 128MB of memory), the goal being to understand what are the processing
requirements if such a solution is to be tested on a real vehicle.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the most important contributions in the literature on the
subject of active chassis control, with a particular focus on the limit handling solutions.
We start with solutions that apply only on the lateral vehicle dynamics using conventional
drivelines, which consist a major part of the literature. Then, after a short introduction on
the distinct advantages and disadvantages of the HEV and EV platforms, we list lateral
dynamics control solutions that have been successfully applied on such vehicles. Finally,
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we examine more advanced solutions that use longitudinal dynamics control (usually in
combination with lateral dynamics control) for terminal understeer mitigation.
Chapter 3 introduces the four-wheel vehicle model and the nonlinear tyre model used
in this project, along with the steady-state cornering analysis used to derive the neces-
sary reference for the derived controllers to follow. The target generation is based on the
steady-state analysis presented in [40] and employs the same four-wheel vehicle model
and tyre model so that the nonlinear tyre characteristics and coupled longitudinal and lat-
eral vehicle dynamics and tyre forces are considered. In this way the computed references
are specific to the chosen drivetrain topology and always feasible.
In chapter 4 an unconstrained optimal control strategy using combined yaw, sideslip
and velocity regulation for terminal understeer mitigation is presented. To this end, a
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) to stabilise the vehicle using combined longitudinal
and lateral dynamics control is developed in a way similar to [40], using the rear torque
vectoring capabilities of the RWD EV under consideration. It is shown that it can suc-
cessfully reduce off-tracking by appropriately regulating the vehicle velocity when the car
enters a corner with excessive speed.
In chapter 5 two constrained optimal control strategies are presented using combined
yaw, sideslip and velocity regulation in the Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework,
a feedback implementation of constrained optimal control. The two MPC strategies are
constructed using vehicle models or different levels of complexity: the first one linearises
the four-wheel model from chapter 3, while the second linearises a reduced system with
longitudinal slip inputs instead so that the fast wheel speed dynamics are neglected. After
setting the state and input constraints for the MPC strategies, we analyse the relative
trade-off in closed-loop performance and computational cost for both of them: it is shown
that inclusion of the fast wheel speed dynamics results not only in a bigger optimization
problem but also requires faster sampling times. Two limit handling tests confirm the
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effectiveness of the two linear MPC strategies in correcting terminal understeer behaviour
and the importance of constraining the system state and the inputs for improved stability
in an obstacle avoidance scenario.
Chapter 6 examines recent developments in the area of fast linear MPC and Nonlinear
MPC (NMPC) solvers, by replacing the generic Quadratic Program (QP) solver used in
the previous chapter with a specialised one and by introducing two NMPC strategies using
different nonlinear solvers. Comparing the three strategies against each other and against
the optimal solution in terms of closed-loop performance and computational cost indicates
that while the linear MPC remains the fastest strategy, it also returns solutions that can
greatly deviate from the optimal one. The importance of retaining the nonlinear four-
wheel vehicle model in an NMPC formulation is also confirmed in two limit handling
manoeuvres, which show that using such a solution results in better state regulation and
much smoother torque commands.
In chapter 7 the NMPC strategy from the previous chapter is coupled with a nonlin-
ear optimal estimator for estimating the variables of interest. To this end, an Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF) is constructed assuming that only common sensors usually found
on a standard vehicle are fitted. The proposed estimation strategy is first tested on a track
before combining it the NMPC strategy from chapter 6 in a highly transient test scenario,
with results showing that the complete solution is still effective in controlling the vehicle
in limit handling cases.
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Chapter 2
Active Chassis Control: A Literature
Review
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we detail the most important vehicle chassis control solutions in the au-
tomotive industry and academia, with a particular focus on those solutions that seek to
stabilise the vehicle at the limits of handling. To this end, we first explore solutions that
act on the lateral vehicle dynamics only and how these have evolved in the past thirty
years before we divert our attention to more advanced solutions that interfere with the
longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle in a controlled manner when a limit handling case is
detected.
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2.2 Active Lateral Dynamics Control
In the early limited commercial applications of active chassis control throughout the
1980s, 4WS with or without a semi-active/active suspension was the solution of choice
[131]. However, the benefits of using such systems to improve the manoeuvrability and
stability of the vehicle were outweighed by their high production and maintenance costs,
making it difficult to justify them for mass production [84, 94]. Active brake systems on
the other hand have remained under the full control of the ABS and the TCS for pre-
venting wheel lock and spin, although early investigations on their use for active chassis
control can be found in the literature [57].
The first time that an increased number of papers appeared in a conference session
on the use of left-right tyre force distribution for control of the lateral dynamics of the
vehicle was in AVEC ’92 [48]. One paper of particular interest was that from Shibahata et
al. [148], where the ‘β -method’ was first presented. While stability during cornering has
been analysed before [118] the β -method demonstrated the importance of sideslip angle,
especially when acceleration or braking is applied on the vehicle while cornering. Results
from [148] showed that manoeuvrability of a vehicle is greatly influenced by its sideslip
angle, with the possible yaw moment gain for different values of steering angle decreas-
ing rapidly with increased sideslip angles. The β -method also graphically showed the
‘shifting’ of this yaw moment gain to higher values during acceleration creating under-
steer behaviour on a neutral base vehicle, while the opposite happens during deceleration.
Shibahata et al. [148] also indicated that the yaw moment gain under steady-state cor-
nering can be expressed as a function of longitudinal and lateral acceleration and thus,
through the use of a hypothetical external yaw moment, the influence of acceleration and
deceleration on the manoeuvrability of a vehicle can be eliminated. This method, called
the Direct Yaw Control (DYC), was then applied on an AWD vehicle where this yaw mo-
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ment was expressed as a distribution of the traction and braking forces on the rear wheels,
while the front-rear distribution was kept constant. The simulation and experimental re-
sults showed the validity of the method and paved the road for the domination of the brake
stability systems by the end of the 90s.
Three types of application of the DYC methodology on conventional vehicles have
been so far the most popular [96]:
1. The lateral braking control using independent braking, so as to create a difference
in braking forces between the left and right side of the vehicle hence generate a yaw
moment.
2. The lateral torque distribution control which splits the engine torque to the left and
right wheels, resulting in a difference in the driving torque between them hence a
yaw moment generation.
3. The lateral torque vectoring control which is able to transfer torque from the left
to the right wheel and vice versa, as to create a braking torque on one wheel while
transferring the same amount as a driving torque to the opposite wheel.
While lateral braking control dominated the market by the late 90s, lateral torque
distribution and torque vectoring systems quickly gained popularity mainly due to their
less intrusive character in sub-limit conditions.
2.2.1 Lateral Braking Control
In this type of control, the use of the brakes for yaw moment generation means that con-
trol is effective across a wide range of vehicle operating conditions but can also create a
negative feeling on the driver due to the deceleration of the vehicle [96]. Nevertheless,
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lateral braking control is very effective during limit handling and is widely used in these
situations since stability is more important than comfort in such cases [139].
Under this category we find the most successful so far active chassis control system
in the automotive history: Bosch’s ESP [90]. As Manning et al. [94] points out, while
many theoretical papers on tyre force distribution quickly appeared after AVEC ’92, the
best practical application on yaw rate and sideslip control to date is the one presented by
Bosch in 1995 [140]. In their original paper, Shibahata et al. [148] analysed the effect
of a corrective moment on the dynamics of the vehicle across the full range of lateral
acceleration. Bosch, focusing only on the limit handling cases, presented the concept of
ESP in [140] pointing out that since vehicle instability at its handling limit is caused by
the deteriorating effect of large sideslip angles on the yaw moment gain, it is necessary
to control the sideslip angle along with the yaw motion of the vehicle [140, 141]. The
ESP uses the existing hardware for ABS and TCS, but is distinctively different from these
two systems: while both ABS and TCS operate at the tyre limit of adhesion having as
controlled plant the individual wheels, the ESP system has the whole vehicle as the con-
trolled plant and controls the wheels’ slip in order to keep the vehicle motion close to the
nominal one [141]. ESP achieves this using a hierarchical control structure: (i) the yaw
rate target is set using a bicycle model and then saturated according to the tyre/road fric-
tion coefficient, while the sideslip angle target is set according to the β -method and then
saturated according to the vehicle’s speed [139, 141], (ii) this nominal vehicle behaviour
is compared to the actual one, with the necessary yaw moment for minimization of the
vehicle response error achieved through the distribution of braking forces on the individ-
ual tyres [139]. In its most basic form the ESP brakes the outer front wheel if an oversteer
situation is detected and the inner rear wheel if an understeer situation is detected [52], the
choice of the wheel accounting for the importance of lateral tyre force in the yaw moment
generation.
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Similar systems to Bosch’s ESP can be found elsewhere in the automotive industry,
with Ford [137], BMW [88] and Mando [80] being just a few of the examples. On the
other hand, academia has mainly focused on the integration of a differential braking strat-
egy with Active Front Steering (AFS) as to extend the operation of the system in the
whole range of lateral acceleration. For example, in [13] we find a H∞ controller that uses
AFS and differential braking to achieve the yaw rate and sideslip angle targets, whereas
the driver wheel steering angle command and sideslip angle and yaw rate references are
modelled as disturbances. Other interesting examples are the differential braking strat-
egy presented in [136] which uses a Sliding Mode Control (SMC) strategy for yaw and
sideslip control while taking into account variations in the longitudinal dynamics, and [71]
which uses differential braking and throttle control to manipulate the slipping condition
of the rear tyres on an RWD vehicle according to the yaw rate target.
2.2.2 Lateral Torque Distribution and Torque Vectoring Control
While ESP is still the preferred stability control solution due to its quick and authoritative
action and examples of coupling the braking system with AFS show that it is possible to
extend its operation in the sub-limit region, placing the braking system at the centre of an
integrated control system can have a deteriorating effect on the performance aspect of the
vehicle as perceived by the driver [106, 127]. Due to this fact systems with lateral torque
distribution have gained popularity in the late 90s and, although expensive to develop
and produce, are still used today. In this type of control the possibility to freely portion
the engine torque on the left and right wheels gives a way to generate a yaw moment to
correct both understeer and oversteer situations under most operating conditions but has
a clear disadvantage during cruising or deceleration where the engine torque is not large
enough [96]. Under this category we mainly find active differentials that can regulate
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the direction of torque to the left and right wheels under both limit and sub-limit condi-
tions but cannot generate a corrective yaw moment when the engine input is zero [125].
The most successful example in this category is Honda’s Active Torque Transfer Sys-
tem (ATTS) [132] as implemented for the first time on the driving axle of the FWD 1998
Honda Prelude Type SH, with the system showing improved stability and handling during
combined steering and acceleration/deceleration commands [94].
In the case of torque vectoring control, torque can be transmitted between the wheels
for yaw moment generation regardless of the engine input torque. It therefore does not
conflict with the acceleration and braking commands from the driver, although it can have
a negative effect on the steering action of the vehicle if it is applied on the front axle. The
most characteristic example in this category is Mitsubishi’s Active Yaw Control (AYC)
system originally installed on the 1996 Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IV along with its later
variant, the Super AYC [138]. According to its basic principle of operation, torque vector-
ing is achieved by engaging the right or the left clutch of the torque vectoring differential,
with the engagement of the clutches regulated by a feedforward-feedback controller: the
feedforward path calculates the necessary yaw moment according to the wheel steering
angle and throttle opening while the feedback path corrects this yaw moment request
based on the left-right wheel speed difference [126].
2.2.3 Front-Rear and AWD Torque Distribution
With the increased popularity of the Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV) segment in the turn of
the century, more research was conducted on the use of a front-rear distribution for active
chassis control purposes. Front-rear distribution can change the understeer characteristics
of the vehicle - Piyabongkarn [106,107] showed that if torque is transferred from the front
to the rear wheels of the vehicle, then oversteering is induced. However this method is not
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as effective as left-right distribution: an early analysis from Motoyama [98] shows that
front-rear has a lesser potential than left-right torque distribution in improving the turning
characteristics of a vehicle. A good example of front-rear distribution is the paper series
from Ricardo [144–146] on the development of a novel centre differential for use on an
SUV. Here, a small electric motor is added for torque modulation in a centre differential
configuration which makes possible to force a torque difference between the front and
rear wheels. Experiments using the system on a BMW X5 showed mixed results [144]
and Ricardo changed to a left-right differential device in the last paper of the series [146].
In the case of an AWD platform, distribution of the torque to all four wheels gives
better traction when compared to an FWD or RWD solution and if the torque distribution
is appropriately controlled, cornering performance can be improved without interfering
with the acceleration/deceleration commands from the driver [127]. On the other hand,
AWD solutions result in increased system complexity and production/maintenance costs
which cannot be possibly justified in low cost vehicles, resulting in constraining such so-
lutions on the higher segment vehicles, motorsport cars and off-road applications. The
most characteristic example from this category is the Super Handling AWD (SH-AWD)
system from Honda. SH-AWD was developed in the beginning of the century and was
initially fitted on the 2004 LEGEND model, with later variants appearing in the 2006
RDX and MDX models amongst others [87]. The system combines a set of electromag-
netic clutches (to vary the front-rear distribution) and an improved variant of the ATTS
(to vary the left-right distribution) in a single unit at the rear axle. For the control unit a
feedforward-feedback scheme is employed, whereas the feedforward path sets the front-
rear and left-right torque distribution according to the yaw rate error and the driving con-
ditions while the feedback path is used for correction in the event of excessive sideslip
angle values [87]. Experimental results showed a less understeering behaviour from the
vehicle when the SH-AWD system is used, but also that off-throttle it is not possible
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anymore to transfer torque between the wheels.
2.2.4 The Electric Motor as a Chassis Control Device
While the refinement of the chassis control systems on conventional vehicles will con-
tinue in the foreseeable future, the parallel and rapid development of the EV and HEV
platforms already presents some exciting new possibilities on the active chassis control
front. The (H)EVs have attracted attention in the past two decades as a response to the
ever-increasing fuel prices and growing environmental concerns [29]. For active chassis
control purposes, the (H)EVs can eliminate the distinction between the different method-
ologies as documented above: braking, torque distribution and torque vectoring can be
possibly achieved using only one type of actuator, the electric motor. In the sections to
follow, after a brief introduction on the distinct advantages (and disadvantages) of the
electric motor as an actuator for active chassis control purposes, we will focus on the
different lateral vehicle dynamics control strategies using torque vectoring that have been
investigated so far specifically on the EV and HEV platforms.
Most of the so far research on (H)EVs has concentrated on the energy management
and powertrain technology challenges [29]. However, it has been also recognised that the
electric motor has some distinct advantages over conventional drivelines as an actuator
[59, 65]:
1. it has an extremely quick and accurate response and can be controlled according to
a speed or torque demand,
2. its operation is reversible so it can be used as either a motor or a generator with
almost equal efficiency, and
3. it can achieve high energy efficiency of up to 90%.
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Furthermore, in the case of in-wheel motors the powertrain architecture is greatly
simplified with less mechanical parts while new possibilities also open for the design of
the passenger cell [120].
From the above we can conclude that when electric motors are used, an improve-
ment on the vehicle handling characteristics can be achieved throughout the whole range
of vehicle operation, encompassing functionalities like the ESP, ABS/TCS and torque
vectoring. Furthermore, the behaviour of a vehicle can be directly ‘designed’ through
the active control of the electric powertrain rather than indirectly tuned through changes
in the mass distribution or the suspension characteristics. And while energy manage-
ment for efficiency and vehicle dynamics management can be mistaken as two conflicting
tasks, energy regeneration and consumption are directly associated with vehicle braking,
suspension damping and vehicle sideslip angle, hence have a strong coupling with the
control of the dynamics of the vehicle [32].
Despite the clear advantages of using an electric powertrain as documented above
there are still some open questions which, along with the concerns on the use of a battery
as the new energy storage device on a vehicle, can somehow explain the slow transi-
tion to (H)EV architectures. While the ‘basic rules’ of vehicle dynamics do not need to be
re-invented [115], certain challenges arise when the powertrain is changed from a conven-
tional Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) setup to an electric one with the most important
being the increased sprung mass and packaging constraints (mainly related to the neces-
sary inclusion of the battery) and the increased unsprung mass and suspension packaging
(in the case of in-wheel motors). In view of these challenges, Crolla and Cao [32] looked
into the impact of an EV architecture on the roll, pitch and yaw dynamics of a vehicle.
Their investigations reveal that the increase in the sprung mass due to the extra load from
the batteries can impact roll stability, ride vibration and comfort while the increase in the
unsprung mass in the case of in-wheel motors makes the vertical wheel motion control
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more challenging. Use of in-wheel motors may create further problems: (i) it can necessi-
tate rethinking of the steering system and/or the suspension kinematics and packaging and
(ii) it may yield a lower natural frequency for the unsprung mass, bringing it undesirably
close to the frequency range that is most sensitive for the human body in the vertical direc-
tion (4-8Hz) [55]. On the other hand, in the case of HEVs Crolla and Cao [32] point out
that the integration of an electric powertrain can create problems on the transient handling
dynamics since these are strongly affected by the mass distribution and yaw moment of
inertia of the vehicle. Use of regenerative braking may also be proved more limited than
originally thought, with Crolla and Cao [32] showing that only a relatively small part of
the total regeneration energy can be actually harvested back due to two limiting factors:
(i) the actual process of regeneration is rather complicated - several aspects ranging from
generator power to battery state of charge need to be considered in the process and (ii) the
overall braking performance need to appropriately blend the regenerative braking with the
existing hydraulic brake system, account for the brake feel from the driver and not disturb
the handling balance of the vehicle (for example regenerating braking on the rear wheels
if the driver lifts off during cornering can induce oversteer).
It is obvious from the above that there are both clear advantages and distinct disadvan-
tages in the use of the electric motor as the main actuator in a electric powertrain. Both
the automotive academia and industry have been actively looking at appropriate solutions,
while government agencies have increased their initiative for research on the (H)EV ar-
chitectures. But as Chan [29] has already pointed out, it will take the coordinated effort of
not only government agencies and the automotive industry but also the electric industry
to really establish the new platforms of HEVs and especially EVs as the primary choice
of transportation for the average consumer.
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2.2.5 Lateral Dynamics Control on EV and HEV Platforms
A large body of work exists on control of the lateral vehicle dynamics using torque vec-
toring on (H)EVs. One of the earliest examples is from Chong et al. [31] where some of
the ideas introduced by Ackermann [3] for 4WS control are employed on an AWD EV,
and a feedforward-feedback control law is developed so that the yaw rate and the sideslip
angle of the vehicle are controlled through lateral torque vectoring on the front and rear
tracks.
Examples of torque vectoring on an EV using two electric motors at the front or rear
can be found in [119] where an SMC strategy is used with the driver steering input mod-
elled as a disturbance, and in [149] where a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller
is used to enhance steerability within a given yaw and sideslip control region or manoeu-
vrability outside it. Another example in [72] presents the investigations of Mitsubishi on
the use of in-wheel motors for DYC. The authors attempt to match the characteristics of
lateral dynamics from a high performance car using two electric motors on the rear track
of the small test vehicle by employing classical control techniques and, while a good
match is not achieved, the yaw rate and lateral acceleration response of the test vehicle
show a noticeable improvement over the baseline vehicle.
In the case of AWD EVs one of the earlier investigations were presented from the
Hori Laboratory in Tokyo University, where the previous work from the group on ABS
and TCS implementations on an EV [59] is extended to yaw rate tracking [49,56,99,122].
Other examples of torque vectoring on AWD EVs can be found in [135] where a fuzzy
logic controller is used and [147] where a control allocation strategy is employed instead.
A very recent example from the industry is the 2013 Mercedes Benz AMG SLS Electric
Drive vehicle where four motors are mounted on the chassis and final drives are used to
connect them to the wheels in order to avoid the increase of the unsprung mass found in
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an in-wheel motor solution [45]. Although no details on the specifics of the control strat-
egy used are given, the authors claim that the vehicle can assume different behaviours
depending on the setting from the driver ranging from understeering to oversteering se-
tups. Regenerative braking is also coordinated with the ESP to achieve a good balance
between energy regeneration and stability requirements.
A number of other drivetrain topologies and control methodologies can also be found
in the literature, ranging from the integrated torque control of an rear electric motor and
the electro-hydraulic brake system using a fuzzy logic controller in [79], to the use of an
adaptive controller on a system with independent rear in-wheel motors and AFS [20, 99],
to the use of autonomous corner modules where each wheel corner has its own set of
steering and suspension actuators along with an in-wheel motor [68]. A rather unique
drivetrain topology can be found in ‘MUTE’, an EV concept developed by the Technical
University of Munich, where apart from the main electric motor a second smaller one is
superimposed in the rear differential to obtain torque vectoring capabilities [58].
Studies on lateral vehicle dynamics control on Through-the-Road (TtR) HEVs can
be found in the investigations from MIRA [105] and in [69, 91]. In [105] two electric
motors are retrofitted at the back of the H4V test vehicle [30] and a Proportional-Integral-
Derivative (PID) controller calculates the torque requests on the two rear axle electric
motors for minimization of the yaw rate and sideslip angle errors from the target values
which are set using a bicycle model. These torque requests are set equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign so that no disturbance of the longitudinal dynamics is observed by the
driver and are saturated for large sideslip angle and rates, large longitudinal slips on the
wheels and according to the maximum motor power. Results show a significant reduc-
tion in the understeer gradient of the vehicle under steady-state cornering and increased
manoeuvrability at the limit of adhesion, while relaxation of the maximum torque re-
quests results in what the authors call a ‘controlled drift’: close to the limit of adhesion a
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controlled oversteering was achieved using only steering commands from the driver.
A characteristic example on the development of a (H)EV platform using torque vec-
toring is the series of papers from the 7FP EU project eFuture [2]. The main goal of this
project was to investigate the use of (H)EV platforms that minimise energy consumption
but can also dynamically decide between energy efficiency and safety. Focusing on the
vehicle dynamics aspect of the system, in [69] a feedforward-feedback controller struc-
ture is used to find the necessary torques on the four wheels according to the steering and
driving/braking commands from the driver. For the feedback path, a PID controller with
an LQG are separately used to calculate the necessary vehicle total longitudinal force and
yaw moment respectively assuming decoupled longitudinal and lateral vehicle dynamics.
Then a torque distribution unit is used to set the individual wheel torques in a manner sim-
ilar to [105]: the ICE engine is responsible for delivering the longitudinal force command
while the two electric motors on the rear axle take care of the yaw moment request. In [91]
the previous control design is replaced by a polytopic Linear Parameter Varying (LPV)
controller with scheduling parameters as functions of the longitudinal velocity, while an
anti-windup scheme is employed in the feedback path to avoid actuator saturation. Results
show much better reference tracking performance when compared to the previous PID-
LQG design [69] and good disturbance rejection. The last two papers [12,70] continue on
the same control design, but this time using a pure EV architecture instead (FWD with two
electric motors). In [70] the LPV controller presented in [91] is modified by including yaw
rate in the scheduling parameters, while the anti-windup scheme is extended to a torque
and slip limiter. In [12], a further refinement is achieved by using parameter-dependent
Lyapunov functions and shaping filters in the controller synthesis. The outcome is slightly
better simulation results with smaller torque inputs when compared to [70] but at the ex-
pense of greater computational effort.
A more pragmatic approach can be found in the series of papers from the 7FP EU
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project E-VECTOORC [1], where a control allocation scheme is employed for torque
vectoring of the four electric motors of a pure EV. Control allocation, a method widely
used in robotics, aerospace and marine applications for control of overactuated systems,
has lately become popular in the area of vehicle dynamics control. This is especially
apparent in research related to (H)EVs, two architectures which can easily result in an
overactuated system when more than two electric motors are used or the electric drivetrain
is combined with other actuators like an AFS system. Control allocation has some very
attractive features for this type of applications because it can [67]:
• meet fault tolerance and control reconfiguration requirements,
• distribute effectors to different control systems to serve different objectives,
• separate fast actuators from slower ones,
• offer the opportunity to introduce secondary objectives like minimization of power
consumption.
The main aim of the E-VECTOORC project was to develop a torque vectoring strat-
egy that enhances the fun-to-drive factor of the vehicle while improving energy efficiency,
along with novel strategies on torque modulation for brake energy recuperation, ABS and
TCS functionality [1]. Based on these criteria, research in [63] focuses on the deriva-
tion and evaluation of an appropriate cost function for control of the vehicle dynamics,
while [33, 62] present initial results of the set control targets and the control allocation
strategy used to achieve them. The following requirements are set for the target vehicle
behaviour [33, 62]: (i) reduction of the understeer gradient in the linear part of the un-
dersteer characteristic under constant velocity, (ii) extension of the area of linearity of
the understeer characteristic, (iii) increase of the maximum achievable lateral accelera-
tion and (iv) reduction of the variation of the understeer characteristic with longitudinal
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acceleration. The resulting reference understeer characteristic is therefore set as a func-
tion of both longitudinal and lateral accelerations [62]. Focusing on the control alloca-
tion problem, Novellis et al. [33] use an off-line optimization algorithm for evaluation of
different control allocation cost functions employing a quasi-static vehicle model and a
motor modelled as a simple first order delay. A range of different cost functions based
on performance and power usage criteria is presented for evaluation, for minimization
of the input power, the tyre force coefficient, the longitudinal slip loss or the slip stan-
dard deviation. Comparisons between the different cost functions showed amongst others
a strong correlation between the input power and the reference understeer characteris-
tic, emphasising the benefits of setting a less understeer target not only for stability but
also energy consumption reasons. The authors conclude that slip-based cost functions
are highly recommended for control allocation of the wheel torques in EV applications.
Finally, in [101] the yaw rate controller presented in the previous papers is extended by
an additional sideslip angle control strategy which activates a sideslip-based yaw moment
contribution when the sideslip angle value exceeds a pre-defined threshold.
2.3 Active Longitudinal Dynamics Control
Up to this day, the control of the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle has largely remained
under the full authority of the driver, and active longitudinal control of the vehicle has
been restricted in systems such as the CC for comfort reasons and in autonomous vehicle
control applications. On the other hand, braking systems for DYC that can decelerate the
vehicle are still viewed as deteriorating on the driving experience [96, 106, 126].
While it is true that the driver should remain at the centre of the longitudinal vehicle
dynamics control, it has been also recognised that active control of the longitudinal dy-
namics can have a positive impact on stability in limit handing situations [53,89,106,139].
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The key idea is that terminal understeer arising from overspeeding in a curve cannot be
corrected by means of lateral control only, since there is a integral connection between the
velocity of a vehicle and the minimum radius it can achieve through its maximum feasi-
ble lateral acceleration. One of the earliest examples that explores this idea can be found
in [86], where the authors notice that the combined action of a corrective yaw moment and
deceleration through appropriate brake control of the four wheels improves stability and
path tracking. In ICE vehicles, a stability system that actively changes the longitudinal
dynamics to account for this fact is already mentioned by van Zanten et al. [139]. This
early remark on the importance of longitudinal control was later realised as one of the
ESP new functions [89]: the Enhanced Understeering Control (EUC) function attempts
to correct terminal understeer by superimposing individual braking of all four wheels on
the standard ESP intervention. The target velocity is set as a function of the intended path
radius, which in turn is set according to the steering input from the driver. Experimental
results on a middle segment vehicle show an improvement in road holding with reduced
curve radius of 12% when the EUC function is used so that, as the authors mention, the
driver is able to keep the intended vehicle path and possibly avoid an accident [89].
The use of longitudinal control for terminal understeer correction was also studied
in [53], where a direct comparison between a yaw control system and a simple velocity
controller using braking only was performed in both simulation and experiment. The
authors conclude that for off-tracking minimisation as is the case in terminal understeer,
an early reduction in vehicle’s speed is more efficient than increasing its yaw rate. More
recently, Rajamani and Piyabongkarn [114] came into similar conclusions while looking
into the concept of speed reduction for rollover mitigation based on an earlier remark
from the same authors [106]: it was noticed that since the rollover propensity of a vehicle
can be expressed by its dynamic Rollover Index (RI) which is a function of both the roll
angle and the lateral acceleration, appropriate reduction of the latter by decreasing the
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vehicle’s velocity can prevent rollover. Rajamani and Piyabongkarn [114] conclude that
reducing the vehicle’s speed before entering a sharp curved road provides better cornering
performance compared to the typical yaw rate control.
An example that focuses on oversteer correction instead using longitudinal dynamics
control can be found in [82], which documents the investigations of Honda on this matter.
Assuming decoupled longitudinal and lateral dynamics the authors attempt to achieve
both the stability (i.e. correcting oversteer of the vehicle) and steerability (i.e. allow
faster yaw rate response to steering inputs) targets by using braking of the appropriate
wheels. While oversteer correction is achieved using braking of the front outside wheel
as per basic ESP functionality, the rear tyres are braked as well to recover the front tyre
grip and improve steerability. Results comparing the system against a yaw rate controller
in a slalom and a J-turn manoeuvre on a snow packed road show a faster tracking of the
yaw rate target with lower sideslip angle values and smoother steering angle inputs from
the driver.
For AWD EVs, in [81] regulation of vehicle’s velocity is achieved as part of a DYC
method, whereas the torque request from the driver is reduced when the lateral accel-
eration exceeds a specified threshold which is set as a function of steering input under
kinematic cornering conditions. Another implementation example on an AWD EV can
be found in [85], where a velocity limit is set as a function of the desired yaw rate and
turning radius of the car, the latter calculated by the current estimates on velocity and yaw
rate of the vehicle. While both papers use simplifications in the controller synthesis, like
assuming decoupled longitudinal and lateral dynamics, neglecting the load transfer effects
and superimposing the torque requests for velocity reduction to the torque distribution as
calculated by the yaw rate controller, they show that implementation of the idea on an EV
can be straightforward since longitudinal control is an inherent part of the vehicle control
problem in such architectures.
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A more interesting EV implementation of active longitudinal dynamics control can
be found in [74]. Here, a torque vectoring control algorithm which utilises a static con-
trol allocation scheme on an AWD EV is presented. The system is equipped with a front
in-line motor and rear twin in-wheel motors with regenerative capabilities along with in-
dependent wheel braking control, and extends on the work by the same authors in [75],
where two in-line motors were used instead. The purpose of the proposed system is to
minimise the vehicle’s path and yaw rate error using yaw rate and velocity control, and is
constructed in three layers, namely a supervisory controller, an upper-level controller, and
an optimal torque vectoring algorithm. The supervisory controller is responsible for com-
puting the desired vehicle velocity and yaw rate, and for selecting the appropriate control
mode: yaw rate control is enabled after a given threshold is passed, whereas speed con-
trol is enabled if the path requested from the driver, expressed by its curvature, is too
tight. The latter is judged according to an admissible control region found by superim-
posing curvature constraints according to the maximum steering angle, a sideslip angle
limit and the RI of the vehicle. Then, if the desired speed and curvature combination as
requested by the driver falls outside the admissible control region, the supervisory con-
troller enables the speed control mode and thus takes full control of the vehicle’s speed
over the driver. Having obtained the desired vehicle velocity and yaw rate from the su-
pervisory controller, the upper level controller then finds the necessary traction force and
yaw moment to meet these requests using an SMC strategy. Finally the distribution of
the driving/braking torques on the four wheels is found using a static control allocation
scheme: the optimization problem is formulated as a weighted least-squares problem
which seeks to minimise the control allocation error, maximise the energy dissipation of
the system, and minimise the slip control error (a slip controller is activated when the slip
ratio of a wheel exceeds a given limit), subject to the motor and tyre force limits. Simu-
lation results comparing the derived torque vectoring controller against a baseline vehicle
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with no stability control and a vehicle equipped with a similar controller but using an
unconstrained optimization method instead show that the proposed controller can achieve
good path following with lower steering inputs from the driver. In conclusion, the torque
vectoring control algorithm detailed in [74] exhibits some nice features like the use of a
rollover constraint in the calculation of the desired vehicle velocity and the inclusion of
regenerative braking in the optimization problem. However, it assumes decoupled longi-
tudinal and lateral vehicle dynamics and neglects the inevitable tyre forces nonlinearities
in limit handling. Furthermore, while the modular structure presented encourages the use
of a linear model in the high-level controller which does not need details of the specific
vehicle configuration, careful consideration is needed if infeasible control targets are to
be avoided.
2.4 Conclusions
From the above literature review we can conclude that although the problem of stabilising
the vehicle at the limits of handling has been addressed before, all the so far proposed
strategies rely on simplifying assumptions such as decoupled longitudinal and lateral ve-
hicle dynamics and/or linear tyre models. While this approach has been proven to be an
effective control design methodology in the sub-limit cases, resulting in simpler control
strategies that can be easily tuned and deployed, it is not as effective when it is applied
to limit handling cases where the strong coupling effects and the nonlinear tyre charac-
teristics become important. Furthermore, the necessity to regulate the vehicle velocity
in terminal understeer behaviour cases results in an even more demanding problem to be
solved, which asks for more tuning effort with questionable results if such simplifying
assumptions are used.
Based on these observations, in this project we present a real-time implementable mul-
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tivariable control strategy to stabilise an RWD EV at the limits of handling in an optimal
way using combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics control. We show the importance
of accounting for the nonlinear tyre characteristics and coupled longitudinal and lateral
vehicle dynamics and tyre forces under such cases. We also show that accounting for the
system and actuator limits results in better control actions and ultimately a better control
strategy with less tuning effort. Finally we show that, thanks to the huge leaps in com-
putational power and memory storage in the past 20 years along with the introduction of
new optimisation algorithms and the continuous improvement of existing ones, advanced
optimal control strategies can be now successfully applied on such complicated problems
in real-time.
Chapter 3
Vehicle Model and Reference
Generation
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the vehicle and tyre models used in the development of the
optimal control strategies in this project, along with the methodology for generating the
reference vehicle state for the controllers to follow.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: after introducing the four-wheel vehi-
cle model and the simplifying assumptions used in its derivation, the basic principles of
the tyre force generation are explained along with the tyre model used, followed by the
steady-state cornering analysis and the methodology used to find the equilibrium state to
be used as the reference vehicle behaviour for the controller to follow.
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Figure 3.1: Vehicle coordinate frame.
A seven Degrees of Freedom (DOF) vehicle model is used in this work, with its Equa-
tions of Motion (EOM) expressed in a coordinate frame attached to its CM as in Fig. 3.1.
As it is usual in the modelling of the vehicle dynamics for control design purposes, certain
assumptions are made at this point to reduce the model complexity [104]. We therefore
neglect:
• the Ackerman Principle (both front wheels will steer with the same angle),
• the rolling resistance, aligning moment and camber angle of the tyres,
• the suspension dynamics,
• the pitch and roll motion of the vehicle,
• the characteristics of the transmission and brake systems,
• the aerodynamic forces on the vehicle.
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Then the EOM for the four-wheel vehicle model can be derived using Newton’s 2nd
Law in the longitudinal and lateral direction on the vehicle local frame:
max = ∑ fx,
may = ∑ fy,
where ax and ay can be expressed in terms of the velocity vector components Vx and Vy
using the translational part of the Newton-Euler equations [66]:
ax = ˙Vx− ψ˙Vy, (3.1a)
ay = ˙Vy + ψ˙Vx. (3.1b)
It follows that, by also including the rotational part of the Newton-Euler equations [66]
and the angular rate dynamics of the four wheels, the EOM for the four-wheel vehicle
model are
m ˙V = ( fFLx + fFRx)cos(δ −β )− ( fFLy + fFRy)sin(δ −β )




( fFLx + fFRx)sin(δ −β )+( fFLy + fFRy)cos(δ −β )
− ( fRLx + fRRx)sinβ +( fRLy + fRRy)cosβ
]
− ψ˙ , (3.2b)
Izψ¨ = ℓF
[
( fFLy + fFRy)cosδ +( fFLx + fFRx)sinδ
]
− ℓR( fRLy + fRRy)+wL( fFLy sinδ − fFLx cosδ − fRLx)
+ wR( fFRx cosδ − fFRy sinδ + fRRx), (3.2c)
Iwω˙i j = Ti j − fi jxRw, i = F,R, j = L,R, (3.2d)
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where Iz is the vehicle’s moment of inertia about the vertical axis, m the vehicle’s mass,
V is the vehicle velocity, ψ˙ the yaw rate and β the sideslip angle at the CM. The radius
of each wheel is Rw, its moment of inertia about its axis of rotation is Iw, and its angular
rate (or more commonly speed) is ωi j (i = F (front),R(rear), j = L(left),R(right)). The
steering angle for both the front wheels is δ , and the driving/brake torques applied on the
wheels Ti j. The longitudinal and lateral tyre forces are denoted by fi jk (i = F,R, j = L,R
and k = x,y). Finally the distances ℓF , ℓR, wL and wR determine the location of the centre
















Figure 3.2: Four-wheel vehicle model [134].
3.2.1 Longitudinal and Lateral Tyre Forces and Velocities
The tyre forces fi jk in (3.2) are calculated as functions of tyre slip using Pacejka’s Magic
Formula (MF) [10]. Tyre slip refers to the non-dimensional relative velocity of the tyre
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where Vi jk (i = F,R, j = L,R, k = x,y) are the tyre frame components of the vehicle
velocity vector at the centres of the four wheels. These tyre frame velocities are the result
of the combined effect of the translational motion of the wheel due to V plus its rotational
motion about the CM due to ψ˙ . For example, the tyre frame velocity component VFLx at
the centre of the front-left wheel is
VFLx =V cos(δ −β )− ψ˙lFL sin(γFL−δ ),
where ℓFL =
√
ℓF +wL is the distance of the centre of the front-left wheel from the CM
and γFL = tan−1(wL/ℓF) the corresponding angle with respect to the vehicle’s y-axis
(Fig. 3.2).
Similarly the remaining tyres’ velocity components can be derived, with the complete set
being
VFLx =V cos(δ −β )− ψ˙ℓFL sin(γFL−δ ), VFLy =−V sin(δ −β )− ψ˙ℓFL cos(γFL−δ ),
VFRx =V cos(δ −β )+ ψ˙ℓFR sin(γFL +δ ), VFRy =−V sin(δ −β )+ ψ˙ℓFR cos(γFL +δ ),
VRLx =V cosβ − ψ˙ℓRL sinγRL, VRLy =V sinβ − ψ˙ℓRL cosγRL,
VRRx =V cosβ + ψ˙ℓRR sinγRR, VRRy =V sinβ − ψ˙ℓRR cosγRR.
3.2.2 Longitudinal and Lateral Tyre Slip
The longitudinal slip on a tyre si jx as given in (3.3) accounts for the fact that when a
moment is applied on a wheel, a difference appears between the actual speed of the tyre







Figure 3.3: No slip travel distance dF compared to actual travel distance dA.
Vi jx and its equivalent speed ωi jxRw. The appearance of longitudinal slip is the main factor
for the creation of a longitudinal force fi jx on the tyre [66] and as we can see from Fig. 3.3,
the wheel will travel a larger distance dA under longitudinal slip when compared to the
free-rolling case dF . While different approaches have been suggested for the calculation
of si jx [10, 39, 121] in this work we employ the above definition (3.3) according to [10].
The lateral slip si jy as given in (3.3) accounts for the fact that when a vehicle is steered,
a slip angle αi j appears on the tyre which results in the development of a lateral force fi jy,
hence the vehicle turns towards its intended direction. The tyre slip angle and the lateral
force work as ‘action and reaction’ [66], with a negative αi j resulting in a positive fi jy.
For example in the case of a single tyre steered by a positive steering angle δ to the left
as seen in Fig. 3.4, a negative tyre slip angle appears and subsequently a positive lateral




s2i jx + s2i jy. (3.4)







Figure 3.4: Angular orientation of a moving tyre at a slip angle αi j and a steer angle δ .
3.2.3 Friction Coefficient
Assuming that the friction coefficient µ between the tyre and the road is independent of
the vertical force on the tyre fi jz, it together with the vertical force gives the total force on
the tyre:
fi j = µ fi jz. (3.5)
The friction generated between the tyre and the road is the result of their very complex
interaction and arises due to following three main factors [66]:
1. The adhesion friction: results from the tyre ‘sticking’ on the road thus creating and
breaking molecular bonds with it continuously. It is the main contributor under dry
road conditions.
2. The deformation friction: results from the tyre’s tread penetration in the road’s
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irregularities. It is the main contributor under wet road conditions.
3. The wear friction: results from deformation of the tyre past its elastic limit due to
high localised stresses.
The combination of the above friction mechanisms gives the tyre force as a function
of the tyre’s load and the road conditions according to (3.5), with the peak values for the






Table 3.1: Typical variation of µmax with road surface condition.
3.2.4 Tyre Modelling
One of the most important aspects in the study of vehicle dynamics is the tyre model,
since it provides a way to calculate the tyre forces as functions of the observed slip quan-
tities, while its accuracy is decisive in reliable vehicle simulations. Although direct use
of tyre data in tables and graphs is possible these two methods are difficult to imple-
ment in a theoretical study, hence different formulae have been suggested throughout the
years [133]. As noticed by Pacejka and Besselink [104] exponential, arctangent, parabolic
hyperbolic tangent functions have been tried with more and less success, while higher or-
der polynomials have also been used but proved to be inaccurate outside the original tyre
measurement data.
Three of the most popular tyre models used in the study of vehicle dynamics are the
Fiala, the Dugoff and the Pacejka model [113]. The elastic foundation analytical tyre
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BMF stiffness factor EMF curvature shift
CMF shape factor Sh horizontal shift
DMF peak value Sv vertical shift
Table 3.2: MF’s parameters.
model developed by Fiala in 1954 focuses on the lateral force generation only, assum-
ing that the contact patch can be divided into small elements with individual foundation
stiffness springs that try to restore the elements to their original position. An alterna-
tive analytical model is Dugoff’s model which was developed in the late 60s from force
balance calculations and takes into account the longitudinal-lateral tyre force generation.
According to Rajamani [113] both Fiala’s and Dugoff’s models are physically intuitive
but can give inaccurate results, especially at large and/or combined longitudinal-lateral
slip. An alternative approach is to use an empirical expression as the one found in Pace-
jka’s MF [10]. The MF is capable of describing the tyre longitudinal and lateral force,
along with its self aligning torque with good accuracy and, although it is normally vali-
dated only under steady-state conditions during either pure braking or pure cornering, it
is widely used in dynamic simulations of vehicle models under combined longitudinal-
lateral slip conditions.
According to the MF, in the case when only a lateral or a longitudinal force is gener-
ated on the tyre the output variable Y can be expressed as a function of the input variable
X as follows [113]:






BMF x− tan−1 (BMF x)
))]
, (3.6)
with Y (X) = y(x)+Sv and x = X −Sh. The output variable Y can be the longitudinal or
the lateral tyre force as a function of the input variable X , which can be the longitudinal
slip or the slip angle respectively. The parameters BMF , CMF , DMF , EMF , Sv, and Sh (Table








Figure 3.5: MF curve and parameters.
3.2) are identified experimentally and define the shape of the curve as seen in Fig. 3.5.
A simplified version of the MF which neglects the shift factors Sh and Sv as well as
the curvature factor EMF is [10]:
y = DMF sin(CMF tan−1(BMF x)). (3.7)
The omission of the shift factors as well as the curvature factor does not change the
important features of the MF: DMF is still the peak value, BMF is still the stiffness factor,
CMF still governs the shape of the curve, while the product BMFCMF DMF still corresponds
to the slope at the origin (x = y = 0) of the curve [133].
From (3.7) and Fig. 3.5 we can draw some useful conclusions. For example, in the
case of pure acceleration or braking so that only a longitudinal force exists on the tyre
we can analyse the longitudinal force and slip relationship by splitting Fig. 3.5 into two
distinct regions:
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1. Linear region: the longitudinal force increases linearly with longitudinal slip for a
small range of values up to xm close to the origin, with the slope of the curve at
this region estimated using the product BMFCMF DMF . Shortly after this linear re-
gion, the longitudinal force reaches a peak which is equal to the maximum possible
longitudinal force.
2. Nonlinear region: After the maximum peak, the longitudinal force drops to an al-
most constant value. Hence the peak represents not only the maximum longitudinal
force but also the point where the tyre starts locking in the case of braking or spin-
ning in the case of acceleration.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the lateral tyre force in the case of pure cornering.
3.2.5 Friction Circle
A tyre under both longitudinal and lateral slip is under a combined slip state, with the
resultant friction force on the tyreprint being [66]
fi j =
√
f 2i jx + f 2i jy.
The longitudinal and lateral tyre forces cannot exceed their maximum values fi jxmax
and fi jymax as already indicated in section 3.2.4. Then the tip point of the maximum









Assuming also a homogeneous tyre with symmetric characteristics in the longitudinal
and lateral directions the friction ellipse becomes a circle. The friction circle is an im-







Figure 3.6: Friction circle.
portant concept that emphasises the connection between the longitudinal and lateral tyre
force, especially as we approach the limit of adhesion. From Fig. 3.6 we can see that for
a specific longitudinal force, the maximum resultant force can only reach the peak value
specified by the friction circle so that the lateral force cannot exceed a limiting value.
Using the friction circle we can finally find fi jx and fi jy when the tyre is under a
combined slip state. After calculating the total friction coefficient as a function of total
slip using the simplified MF (3.7)
µi j = MF(s) = DMF sin(CMF tan−1(BMF si j)), (3.8)
we can derive the longitudinal and lateral tyre friction components using [10]
µi jx =−si jx
si j
µi j, µi jy =−si jy
si j
µi j, (3.9)
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and from these expressions fi jx and fi jy can be found from
fi jx = µi jx fi jz, fi jy = µi jy fi jz, (3.10)
if fi jz is known. Notice that the minus signs in (3.9) account for the fact that friction
always resists the relative motion of the tyre on the road.
3.2.6 Vertical Tyre Forces
f 0RLz + f 0RRz f 0FLz + f 0FRz
A B








Figure 3.7: Static load distribution.
The total vertical force (or normal load) on a tyre of a moving vehicle can be expressed
as a function of the static load on that tyre plus the dynamic loads due to longitudinal and
lateral acceleration. It follows that:
fFLz = f 0FLz−∆ f xL −∆ f yF , fFRz = f 0FRz−∆ f xR +∆ f yF ,
fRLz = f 0RLz +∆ f xL −∆ f yR, fRRz = f 0RRz+∆ f xR +∆ f yR,
where f 0i jz are the static load components on each tyre and ∆ f xj , ∆ f yi account for the
dynamic loads due to ax and ay respectively. For the derivation of f 0i jz and ∆ f xj , ∆ f yi we
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( f 0RLz + f 0RRz)+
(∆ f xL +∆ f xR) ( f
0
FLz + f 0FRz)−
(∆ f xL +∆ f xR)
( f 0FRz + f 0RRz)+
(∆ f yF +∆ f yR)
( f 0FLz + f 0RLz)−
(∆ f yF +∆ f yR)
max
mgmg







Figure 3.8: Dynamic loads due to ax and ay.
can use a simple moment analysis, as seen in Figs. 3.7-3.8.
From Fig. 3.7 and taking moments about points A,B and C,D under zero longitudinal
and lateral acceleration we can show that:
f 0FLz =
mgℓRwR
(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
, f 0FRz =
mgℓRwL




(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
, f 0RRz =
mgℓFwL
(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
.
Similarly, from Fig. 3.8 and using the static load components f 0i jz from above, we can
find ∆ f xj and ∆ f yi as functions of ax and ay:
∆ f xL =
mhwR
(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
ax, ∆ f xR =
mhwL
(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
ax,
∆ f yF =
mhℓR
(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
ay, ∆ f yR =
mhℓF
(ℓF + ℓR)(wL +wR)
ay.
The analytical expressions derived above give a good match to experimental data [78]
and will be used for the reminder of the text.
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3.3 Reference Generation
3.3.1 Steady-State Cornering Analysis
In order to obtain feasible targets for the controller to follow a steady-state cornering
analysis of the four-wheel vehicle model (3.2) is performed in a way similar to [40].
We therefore consider the nonlinear tyre characteristics and the coupled longitudinal and
lateral vehicle dynamics and tyre forces to derive realistic reference steady-state cornering
conditions specific to the given drivetrain topology.
Steady-state cornering is characterised by a trajectory of constant radius R = Rss, ne-
gotiated at a constant speed V = V ss, constant yaw rate ψ˙ = ψ˙ss = V ss/Rss and constant
sideslip angle β = β ss. Since, according to the chosen drivetrain topology, only actuation
of the rear wheels is used we set free rolling conditions on the front wheels,
sF jx = 0, fF jx = 0, j = L,R,
and also neglecting the wheel speed dynamics (3.2d), the four-wheel vehicle model (3.2)
can be written as
˙V = f1(V,β , ψ˙,δ ,sRLx,sRRx), (3.11a)
˙β = f2(V,β , ψ˙,δ ,sRLx,sRRx), (3.11b)
ψ¨ = f3(V,β , ψ˙,δ ,sRLx,sRRx), (3.11c)
where the vehicle dynamics are expressed as functions of the reduced state (V, β , ψ˙) and
the new input (δ ss, sssRLx, sssRRx), with the necessary rear axle lateral slips found as functions
of the corresponding longitudinal and lateral tyre velocities along with the corresponding
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longitudinal slip:
sR jy = (1+ sR jx)
VR jy
VR jx
, j = L,R.
Then enforcing the steady-state cornering conditions:
˙V = 0, ˙β = 0, ψ¨ = 0,
the above system (3.11) reduces to a set of three algebraic equations with six unknowns,
namely the equilibrium state (V ss, β ss, Rss = V ss/ψ˙ss) and the input (δ ss, sssRLx, sssRRx).
This system can be therefore solved numerically using the nonlinear equation solver
fsolve in MATLAB by providing any of the three unknown variables, for example the
triplet (V ss, Rss, δ ss). The remaining variables of interest can then be computed us-
ing (3.2) and (3.3): the steady-state wheel speeds of the rear wheels ωssRL and ωssRR can
be found using the calculated values for sssRLx and sssRRx and (3.3), while the steady-state
drive/brake torques at the rear wheels T ssR j can be found using the wheel speed dynamics
from (3.2d) under steady-state conditions.
3.3.2 Feasibility of Requested Path Radius
We next examine the feasibility of the requested path radius from the driver. Similar to
common practice in vehicle stability control [113] we obtain an estimate of the driver’s




1Note that a understeer or oversteer characteristic can be easily used instead if needed.
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In the above expression the desired path radius Rkin depends only on the steering input
from the driver, so it may or may not be feasible depending on the vehicle’s velocity.
Consider for example the steady-state conditions for a range of steering inputs δ ss and
three different fixed velocities V ss in Fig. 3.9. Lets assume that the driver, through a
steering command of δ = 10deg, requests a path radius R = Rkin of around 14m. Then,
if the vehicle velocity is 10.6m/s the requested Rkin is feasible, whereas if the vehicle
velocity is 12.6m/s the Rkin is smaller than the minimum achievable Rss and not feasible
anymore. In this case the controller will reduce the vehicle velocity so that the desired
Rkin becomes feasible again. Taking into consideration the driver’s intention this speed
reduction needs to be kept to a minimum. To this end, the steady-state velocity is selected
such that Rkin coincides with the minimum Rss, which in the above example corresponds
to a maximum vehicle velocity of Vmax = 11.6m/s.
It follows that there is a limiting value for the steady-state conditions (V ss, β ss, ψ˙ss,
sssRLx, s
ss
RRx) for a specific δ ss: Fig. 3.10 shows the envelopes of the feasible steady-state
vehicle velocities V ss and steady-state sideslip angles β ss for a range of steady-state steer-
ing angles δ ss. We notice that the value of the maximum V ss decreases exponentially with
higher δ ss, while the corresponding limits of β ss show a linear relationship with δ ss and
range from negative to positive values.
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(b) Vss = 12.6m/s
(a) Vss = 10.6m/s
(c) Vss = 11.6m/s
Figure 3.9: Selection of target steady-state according to the driver’s steering angle com-
mand of δ=10deg: (a) Rkin within range of feasible Rss if V = 10.6m/s; (b) Rkin outside
range of feasible Rss if V = 12.6m/s; (c) Rkin coincides with the minimum calculated Rss
if V = 11.6m/s.
















































In this chapter we examine the use of an unconstrained optimal control strategy to stabilise
the vehicle in a terminal understeer situation using the rear axle electric torque vectoring
configuration of an RWD EV. The controller is designed to minimise the error between the
actual and the reference vehicle state in order to meet the requested path radius through
the steering wheel input from the driver according to the analysis of section 3.3 and is
constructed in two layers:
1. A unconstrained optimal control strategy based on an LQR provides stabilising rear
wheel longitudinal slip inputs.
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2. A backstepping control strategy then calculates the necessary drive/brake torques
to achieve the longitudinal slips as dictated by the LQR.
After a short review on the use of unconstrained optimal control theory in active chas-
sis control applications, we detail the proposed control strategy and compare it against a
baseline vehicle with no active control and a vehicle equipped with a DYC strategy using
a PID controller in CarMaker environment, so that its effectiveness in mitigating terminal
understeer can be analysed.
4.2 Review of LQR strategies for Active Chassis Control
Optimal control theory seeks to “determine the control signal that will cause a process
to satisfy the physical constraints and at the same time minimise (or maximise) a perfor-
mance criterion” [83]. Such control signal, when it exists, is called the optimal control.
Optimal control theory has been so far applied in a diverse number of fields, from biology
and ecology, to engineering, management and economics. In the automotive engineering
sector it can be found in a variety of topics, ranging but not limited to active and semi-
active suspension control [123], driver modelling [130], state estimation [5], obstacle and
collision avoidance [47], spark-ignition engine air/fuel ratio control [51] and minimum
time manoeuvring [28].
In the case of an unconstrained optimal control problem, the LQR in both its discrete
and continuous time forms is the most popular so far design technique, with its basic
principle covered in many textbooks [7,83,102]: the control is applied on a linear system
and seeks to minimise a quadratic cost function, which contains terms that represent both
system outputs and inputs, with weights used to specify the relative importance of each
term. In the standard LQR formulation, the system is assumed time-invariant and the
optimisation extends over infinite time while it is also assumed that the state of the plant is
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available for feedback, with the existence of the optimal control depending on the system’s
detectability and stabilisability. This latter requirement is sometimes relaxed by using an
output-feedback control, with examples in the literature showing that an optimal control
based on a restricted set of measurements can be as good as one that is based on full-state
information [129].
Looking more specifically in the application of LQR for active chassis control, in
[122] we find a DYC strategy applied on an AWD prototype EV. For the optimal con-
trol problem, the bicycle model with the yaw moment and the steering angle as inputs
is augmented with the rate of yaw moment in order to eliminate steady state yaw rate
tracking errors. A ‘skid detector’ is also constructed, in order to detect locking/spinning
of the wheels and reduce the requested yaw moment from the controller under such cases.
Experimental results show that the proposed strategy is robust against cornering stiffness
errors but results in loss of stability on low-µ surfaces, despite the use of the skid detector
to identify large tyre slip values.
Another example of an LQR application for active chassis control can be found in
[109] where a lateral dynamics control strategy constructed in two levels is presented. On
the high level, a bicycle model is augmented with integral action on the yaw rate and a
LQR finds the ‘control effects’ (as the authors call them) so that the yaw rate and sideslip
angle errors are minimised. Then the low level control allocation computes the necessary
steering angle and individual wheel braking to meet these ‘control effects’ by solving a QP
problem, which seeks to minimise a quadratic cost function subject to the allocation error
(equality constraint) and the actuator limits (inequality constraints). Simulations results
focusing on the reconfiguration abilities of the proposed solution in the event of a front
brake or steering failure show that the controller successfully completes a double-lane
change by redistributing the control effort to the available actuators.
Use of an LQR strategy for stabilisation of a vehicle during extreme operating condi-
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tions using longitudinal control only can be found in [40, 142]. Here steady-state corner-
ing conditions which include operation of the tyres in the nonlinear region are calculated
considering a single-track vehicle model with independent front and rear wheel torque
inputs that also takes into consideration the normal load transfer effect during accelera-
tion/braking. The resulting steady-state trajectories therefore include cases of aggressive
sideslip angle, more commonly referred to as ‘drifting’ conditions. The stabilising control
architecture then consists of an LQR strategy with longitudinal slip inputs, and an SMC
to provide the necessary drive/brake torques, the reason for using longitudinal control
only motivated by techniques such as the ‘left-foot braking’ used in race driving. Sim-
ulation studies show that the proposed strategy can stabilise the vehicle under different
equilibrium conditions, including extreme vehicle operating cases usually achieved only
by expert rally drivers.
Stabilization of high sideslip angle cornering equilibria on an RWD vehicle using an
LQR is presented in [143]. Here, the single-track model from the previous papers [40,
142] is replaced by a four-wheel vehicle model – thus avoiding simplifications associated
with the use of pure longitudinal control – and the complete control strategy consists
of: (i) a LQR which finds the front steering angle and the rear wheel speeds in order
to stabilise the vehicle with respect to drifting equilibria, (ii) a backstepping controller
which calculates the rear differential drive torque necessary to meet the rear wheel speeds
commands from the LQR. The steady-state cornering equilibria are calculated using the
same four-wheel vehicle model, with the computed steady-state drifting conditions giving
a close match to experimental data for vehicle trajectories with the same constant path
radius. Two simulation scenarios set to emulate the cornering conditions recorded during
experiments using a rally car reveal that the actions from the proposed controller shows a
close resemblance to the response of the actual vehicle despite the absence of disturbances
in the simulation model.
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4.3 LQR with Backstepping Strategy
From section 4.2, we can see that unconstrained optimal control theory can be success-
fully applied on a active chassis control problem, both in sub-limit and limit handling
conditions. Another recurring theme of interest from the above analysis is the distinction
between the high level vehicle dynamics and the low level wheel dynamics, with most of
the solutions using an optimal control strategy to follow a target on the top vehicle level,
combined with a low level slip controller to provide the necessary torques on the wheels.
This distinction is not unusual in the active chassis control literature and comes from the
fact that the high level vehicle dynamics are much slower than the wheel dynamics, giv-
ing the opportunity to differentiate them by using a Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO)
control strategy for the first and a simpler low level control strategy for the second.
Based on the above observations, in this section we present an unconstrained optimal
control strategy combined with a backstepping controller in order to stabilise the vehicle
in a terminal understeer situation which is constructed in a way similar to [143], with the













Figure 4.1: LQR with backstepping control structure.
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4.3.1 Rear Wheel Longitudinal Slip Control
Neglecting the wheel speed dynamics (3.2d), enforcing zero longitudinal tyre forces at
the front wheels according to the chosen drivetrain topology and considering the steering
angle δ = δ ss as a constant parameter provided by the driver, the four-wheel vehicle model
(3.2) can be expressed as a system with sRLx and sRRx as control inputs:
˙V = h1(V,β , ψ˙,sRLx,sRRx), (4.1a)
˙β = h2(V,β , ψ˙,sRLx,sRRx), (4.1b)
ψ¨ = h3(V,β , ψ˙,sRLx,sRRx). (4.1c)
Linearising (4.1) about the equilibrium point (xss,uss) we obtain:
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Then the linear control law
u˜ = Kx˜, (4.4)
where
K =−R−1c (Bss)T P, (4.5)
is the control gain matrix with P the symmetric positive-definite solution to the associated
Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE)
(Ass)T P+PAss−PBssR−1c (Bss)T P+Qc = 0, (4.6)






x˜(t)T Qcx˜(t)+ u˜(t)T Rcu˜(t)
]
dt. (4.7)































where both matrices are set as function of the given steering input and, after normalization
with respect to the maximum expected state and input values according to Bryson’s rule
[22], the only tuning parameter is qV . Then, higher qV values can result in faster tracking
of the set velocity reference, but at the expense of a more oscillatory yaw rate and sideslip
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angle response in the case of the unconstrained optimal control formulation considered in
this chapter.
4.3.2 Motor Torque Control
A backstepping controller is designed next to calculate the necessary wheel drive/brake
torques TRL and TRR for the regulation of the longitudinal slips on the rear wheels as
requested by the LQR.
The dynamic equations that govern sRLx and sRLx can be derived by differentiating the
longitudinal slip equation (3.3) and using the wheel speed dynamics (3.2d):
s˙RLx = f1 +g1 TRL, (4.10a)


























Incorporating the longitudinal slip dynamics into (4.2) we obtain
˙x˜ = Assx˜+B1u˜1 +B2u˜2, (4.11a)
˙u˜1 = f1(x˜, u˜1)+g1(x˜, u˜1)TRL, (4.11b)
˙u˜2 = f2(x˜, u˜2)+g2(x˜, u˜2)TRR, (4.11c)
where B1 and B2 are the first and second columns of Bss from (4.3), and u˜1 and u˜2 the first
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and second rows of u˜ from (4.4).
Recall that the control law u˜1 = φ1(x˜) = K1x˜ and u˜2 = φ2(x˜) = K2x˜ asymptotically
stabilises (4.2) with Lyapunov function V0 = 12 x˜T Px˜, where K1 and K2 are the first and
second columns of K from (4.5) and P is the solution of (4.6). Defining z1 = u1−φ1(x˜)
and z2 = u2−φ2(x˜) results in the equivalent system representation
˙x˜ = (Assx˜+B1φ1 +B2φ2)+B1z1 +B2z2, (4.12a)
z˙1 = v1, (4.12b)
z˙2 = v2, (4.12c)
with
v1 = f1 +g1TRL− ∂φ1∂ x˜ (A
ssx˜+B1φ1 +B2φ2 +B1z1 +B2z2), (4.13a)
v2 = f2 +g2TRR− ∂φ2∂ x˜ (A
ssx˜+B2φ2 +B2φ2 +B1z1 +B2z2). (4.13b)









ssx˜+B1φ1 +B2φ2 +B1z1 +B2z2)+ z1v1 + z2v2
≤ ∂V0∂ x˜ B1z1 +
∂V0
∂ x˜ B2z2 + z1v1 + z2v2,
hence the control
v1 = −∂V0∂ x˜ B1−
ˆk1z1, ˆk1 > 0, (4.14a)
v2 = −∂V0∂ x˜ B2−
ˆk2z2, ˆk2 > 0, (4.14b)
asymptotically stabilises (4.12) [77]. Equivalently, solving (4.13) for TRL and TRR and
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using (4.14), we obtain the rear wheel torque inputs which asymptotically stabilise (4.11).
4.4 Evaluation of the LQR strategy
In this section we compare the above derived LQR strategy against a baseline vehicle with
no active control and a vehicle equipped with a DYC strategy (refer to Appendix B for
details on the DYC structure) in a terminal understeer scenario. The purpose of this test
is to see the effect of the combined control of the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of
the vehicle in the case of overspeeding through a corner, and the relative advantages and
disadvantages of employing an unconstrained optimal control strategy in such cases.
For this simulation scenario the driver model available in CarMaker is used to steer the
vehicle around a U-turn (details on the road geometry can be found in Appendix F). It is
assumed that the road is dry (µmax=1) and that no acceleration or deceleration commands
come from the driver for the duration of the manoeuvre, while the entry speed is set to
80km/h and the velocity error penalty in (4.8) to qV =150. Note also that, considering the
power limitations of the electric motors, the actual torques applied on the rear wheels are
always saturated according to the static torque map (Fig. A.1 in Appendix A).
Fig. 4.2a shows the trajectories of the uncontrolled vehicle (in green), the vehicle
with the DYC (in red) and the vehicle with the LQR (in blue). We can see that both the
uncontrolled vehicle and the vehicle using the DYC strategy follow a wider trajectory,
with almost identical response close to the apex of the corner. On the other hand, the
vehicle with the LQR strategy achieves a tighter trajectory and stays at the inner part of
the corner for the duration of the manoeuvre.
In Figs. 4.2b-4.2e we find the steering wheel angle, velocity, sideslip angle and yaw
rate time histories for the three vehicle configurations. As we can see from Fig. 4.2c,
the LQR strategy successfully regulates the velocity of the vehicle, but at the expense of
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(b) Steering wheel angle















































































































Figure 4.2: Comparison of the uncontrolled vehicle (in green), the vehicle with the DYC
(in red) and the vehicle with the LQR (in blue).
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Figure 4.3: Yaw rate reference tracking from the DYC strategy.
large sideslip angle (Fig. 4.2d) and yaw rate (Fig. 4.2e) values. On the other hand, the
vehicle with the DYC strategy exhibits a velocity drop similar to the one observed for the
uncontrolled vehicle and a large sideslip angle (Fig. 4.2d) with a peak similar to the LQR
strategy. Finally, the uncontrolled vehicle shows an even larger sideslip angle (Fig. 4.2d)
which requires a counter-steering action from the driver as observed in the steering wheel
angle time history of Fig. 4.2b so that the vehicle stays on path.
Looking at the torque commands from the two strategies in Figs. 4.2f-4.2g we observe
that the LQR strategy requests mainly braking torques from the two motors, while the
DYC uses a differential torque to achieve the reference yaw rate. It is interesting to note
at this point the difference between the rear-left and rear-right torque commands from the
LQR which is an indication of the combined longitudinal and lateral regulation of the
vehicle from this strategy, and come in clear contrast to the differential torque from the
DYC strategy.
The inability of the DYC strategy to achieve a tighter turn as evidenced above is not
a result of poor yaw rate tracking from the controller: as we can see from Fig. 4.3 the
performance of the controller is, apart from a small undershoot at around 5s, excellent.
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It is therefore obvious that in a terminal understeer scenario like the one examined here,
regulating the velocity of the vehicle through a strategy like the LQR strategy presented
in this section is necessary.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented an unconstrained optimal control strategy to stabilise the
vehicle under terminal understeer cases using the rear axle electric torque vectoring con-
figuration of an RWD EV. A test scenario involving a car entering a U-turn with excessive
speed confirmed the importance of velocity regulation in the terminal understeer cases,
but also showed that using an unconstrained control strategy can result in large sideslip
angle values. Such behaviour could be potentially avoided by changing the relative pe-
nalisation on the velocity, yaw rate and sideslip angle errors from the given references
in (4.7). However, even after excessive tuning of the parameter qV in (4.8), there are no
guarantees that the final solution will perform as expected under all possible scenarios.
On the other hand, a more direct and efficient way to avoid large yaw rate and sideslip
angle values is through the use of a constrained optimal control strategy, as we are going
to see in the chapters to follow.
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Chapter 5
Linear Constrained Optimal Control
Strategy
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we investigate the use of MPC for stabilization of the vehicle near the
limits of lateral acceleration using the same rear axle electric torque vectoring configu-
ration of an RWD EV as before. While the use of a constrained optimisation strategy
such as the MPC has obvious advantages over the LQR of chapter 4 it also has distinct
disadvantages as we are going to see in the section to follow, which are mainly related to
the computational time needed to construct and solve the resulting optimization problem.
Based on this observation, the goal of this chapter is not only to develop an appropriate
MPC strategy for the demanding task of stabilising the vehicle near the limits of handling
in the best possible way, but also one that can be implemented in real time.
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The structure of this chapter is as follows: after a short historical perspective on MPC
and its applications on active chassis control problems, two linear MPC strategies of dif-
ferent complexity are constructed: (i) one using the full four-wheel vehicle model 3.2 and
(ii) a simpler one that neglects the wheel speed dynamics (3.2d) in a way similar to the
LQR strategy of chapter 4. The effect of varying the sampling time and the horizon on
the performance and the computational load of each strategy are then analysed. Finally,
the two strategies are compared against each other and the LQR strategy from chapter 4
under two limit handling manoeuvres in CarMaker environment: the first one examining
the terminal understeer correction capabilities of the two MPC strategies and the second
one checking the importance of constraining the state and input in the case of a highly
transient manoeuvre.
5.2 Review of MPC strategies for Active Chassis Control
MPC takes its name from the way the control law is computed [97]:
1. At current time k a model of the plant, called hereafter ‘the internal model’, is used
to predict its response y¯(t|k)1 to changes in the control input u along the prediction
horizon Np.
2. The control input sequence along the control horizon Nu ≤ Np is chosen so that
the response of the system meets specific requirements subject to the imposed con-
straints.
3. Only the first control input calculated is applied.
4. At the next time (k+1) the procedure is repeated with the Np and Nu moved by one
time step.
1The notation (t|k) is used to show that the prediction depends on the system condition at time k.













Figure 5.1: The basic MPC idea.
The requirements are usually set so that the output of the system follows a prescribed
trajectory r(t|k) with as small control effort as possible in the form of a quadratic cost
function, the latter guaranteeing that the solution of the subsequent optimization problem
is unique [93]. The constraints on the other hand are included in the problem formulation
to avoid exceeding specific thresholds, usually related to the physical limits of the system.
MPC traces its origins in the control of chemical processes where it has been exten-
sively used due to its distinctive features which fit nicely with the problem of running
efficiently a chemical plant: it has slow dynamics with sampling times measured in min-
utes or hours, a large number of inputs and outputs, while the optimum point of operation
is usually close to its physical limits. Furthermore, the controller can be appropriately
tuned for a single plant and the cost for controller development becomes irrelevant when
compared to the building and running costs of the plant [24]. The evolution of MPC can
be seen through the development of the different algorithms published in the past fifty
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years: early examples used step and impulse response models and ad hoc treatments of
input and output constraints, which was changed in the 2nd generation by formulating the
problem as a QP problem, followed by the 3rd generation which featured different levels
of constraints (hard, soft, ranked) and provided mechanisms to recover from an infeasible
solution, and the 4th generation which looked closer to the NMPC problem [110]. In a
rather independent way a similar methodology called Generalised Predictive Control was
developed in the adaptive control community. By the 90s, it became obvious that the
differences between the above mentioned formulations are irrelevant and the generic title
of MPC was used for “that mode of control in which the current control action is deter-
mined by solving on-line an optimal control problem” [95]. The focus has now shifted
to the study of stability and robustness: the use of a terminal cost and/or a terminal con-
straint set was studied to address stability, while formulations such as the min-max and
feedback MPC were suggested to address robustness. In the last 15 years both academia
and industry have tried to address the open challenges still remaining if the MPC is to be
applied in a wider range of systems. However, guaranteeing closed-loop properties such
as stability and robustness while reducing the computational cost is definitely not an easy
task. Furthermore, a fast and systematic way to design and tune MPC controllers has yet
to be found. Despite these challenges, the benefits of using MPC for construction of op-
timal controllers have attracted a lot of research, with a multitude of solutions addressing
general or application specific systems.
The huge leaps in computational power and memory storage in the past 20 years have
led to extensive research on potential application of MPC in ‘large volume’ domains,
such as the aerospace, automotive and robotics industries [24]. This technological ad-
vancement allowed for the expensive MPC formulation to be adapted by industries which
have different characteristics and requirements to the chemical process industry: here the
system dynamics are fast, exhibit highly nonlinear behaviour, and the controller needs to
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be applied to large volumes with reduced costs. On the other hand, the number of in-
puts and outputs is lower, while the system usually does not operate close to its physical
limits [24].
From the automotive sector a variety of MPC solutions can be found in the literature,
ranging from steering [42] to active and semi-active suspension control [27], engine man-
agement [51], emission regulation [112] and control of vehicle platoons [111]. Looking
more specifically in the area of active chassis control, we can distinguish two main MPC
application areas: (i) on the control of autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles and
(ii) on active safety control systems. However, it is interesting to note at this point that the
distinction between autonomous vehicle control and active safety control is becoming less
clear nowadays, mainly due to the rapid development of sensor technologies and sensor
fusion algorithms.
5.2.1 MPC in Autonomous Vehicle Applications
Autonomous vehicles pose a problem which fits the MPC formulation nicely: the idea of
following a predefined trajectory as close as possible while respecting the road, vehicle
and actuator limits can be directly addressed by solving a constrained optimization prob-
lem. A recurring theme in the autonomous vehicle literature is how the controller will
handle an obstacle avoidance scenario. Such a scenario calls for a difficult problem to be
solved and advanced strategies are required in order to achieve a stable operation of the
vehicle in both the longitudinal and lateral direction while respecting the constraints of
the problem like the road geometry and the vehicle and tyre physical limits. In this sec-
tion we will therefore list all solutions that assume road preview information, including
solutions that allow the driver to interact with the vehicle and take full control only under
emergency situations (commonly known as semi-autonomous vehicle applications).
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From the autonomous vehicle applications, a characteristic example is the series of
papers from Borrelli, Falcone and Keviczky [21, 41–44, 76], which explore the applica-
tion of MPC for trajectory tracking in an autonomous vehicle application using the AFS
system with/without differential braking and traction control. In the first two papers of
the series [21, 76] we find an NMPC strategy for tracking a predefined trajectory using
the AFS of an autonomous vehicle that, according to the authors, sets the ‘benchmark’
against which future sub-optimal strategies can be compared against. The first paper [21]
presents the NMPC strategy which is based on a bicycle model coupled with a MF as
the tyre model that does not take into account the load transfer effects due to accelera-
tion/deceleration of the vehicle and tries to track the yaw angle and the lateral displace-
ment references in the global frame while respecting the steering rate input constraints.
Using a double-lane change scenario under different entry speeds, the authors report the
necessary increase in both the prediction and control horizon with higher speeds to keep
the vehicle stable and the subsequent increase in computational time. From the simula-
tion results we can also see that higher entry speeds result in higher deviations from the
reference trajectory, something that is expected according to the analysis on terminal un-
dersteer presented in section 2.3. The authors also present a short analysis of the impact
of constraint violations on the computational time. For the second paper [76], the effect
of a sidewind is modelled, with simulation results showing good disturbance rejection up
to 10m/s, but again high computational costs. Although the NMPC application presented
in [21,76] gives the opportunity to check what is physically possible in a highly nonlinear
case, the use of a bicycle model as an internal model for the NMPC formulation along
with the disregard of load transfer effects (therefore the nonlinearity in the model coming
from the tyre model only) negates somehow the benefits of such formulation used as a
benchmark solution.
Since the NMPC strategy proposed in [21,76] can not be implemented online, a Linear
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Time Varying (LTV) MPC controller is presented in the next paper [42]. For the LTV-
MPC formulation the NMPC problem from [21,76] is linearised about the operating point
while an additional constraint is imposed on the front slip angle, the main reason being
that the vehicle becomes unstable without it. Simulation and experimental results show
that the LTV-MPC strategy shows no infeasibility problems with higher initial velocities
but poorer tracking when compared to the NMPC. Another control strategy that is based
on the same LTV-MPC but with a control horizon of only one time step is also presented:
this simplifies the optimization problem even further and makes possible to compute the
maximum number of operations per time step, with only a slight degradation on tracking
performance reported from the authors.
In the next two papers the authority of the MPC controller is extended by including in-
dependent wheel braking [41] or independent wheel braking and active front and rear dif-
ferentials [44]. Another difference from the previous papers is the necessary replacement
of the bicycle model by a four-wheel vehicle model for application of the braking/active
differential strategy, although load transfer effects are again not taken into account. The
vehicle model is linearised again about the operating point and, assuming a separate slip
controller on each wheel, the MPC strategy is constructed using AFS and slip on the four
wheels as the control input. The goal is then to follow a predefined trajectory like be-
fore but also keep the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle as close as possible to a given
reference. Looking at the simulation tests from [44] using a double lane change on a low-
µ surface, a comparison between the three drivetrain topologies presented so far can be
found: (i) one using AFS with braking and traction control, (ii) another one that neglects
the traction control and (iii) one that has AFS only. For the tests, the reference velocity
is set equal to the initial vehicle velocity and therefore an inevitable decrease in speed is
noticed due to the vehicle reaching a terminal understeer condition. It is interesting to
note here that, although the authors report that the solution that combines AFS with brak-
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ing and traction control has the best overall performance, the best lateral position tracking
is achieved by the solution that uses AFS with braking control only. This observation
actually points to a different result from the one drawn by the authors: in an autonomous
vehicle application under an obstacle avoidance scenario as the authors claim this study to
be, the lateral position tracking is more important than maintaining the initial speed, and
then maybe the best performance is achieved by the AFS with braking control solution.
In the final paper of the series [43] the authors construct two NMPC strategies using
internal vehicle models of different levels of fidelity, one that employs a four-wheel vehi-
cle model with wheel dynamics and control inputs the front steering and individual wheel
brake torques and another one that uses a bicycle model instead with a direct yaw mo-
ment along with AFS as control inputs. While simulation tests on a double-lane change
show promising results, the main problem for both controllers remains the high computa-
tional cost which makes it impossible to implement them in real time. For this reason, a
third controller which uses a linearisation of the first, more complex, controller about the
operating point is also developed and tested on a vehicle with rather good path tracking
results. The three controllers presented in [43] show again some of the trade-offs that
are sometimes necessary when we setup an MPC problem with each controller exhibiting
certain advantages and disadvantages, although a recurring topic seems to be the impor-
tance of good tuning. An interesting point to note here is that although velocity regulation
was included in the first controller, the authors set the reference velocity simply equal
to the initial one and chose not to check the effect of setting a lower reference velocity.
This was done in an attempt to follow the original assumption that velocity will remain
largely unchanged – indeed, the setting of the second controller was heavily based on this
assumption – something that was not the case as we can see from the constant velocity
reduction from all controllers in the performed tests.
An autonomous vehicle controller assuming decoupled longitudinal and lateral dy-
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namics can be found in [8], which presents an NMPC for lateral dynamics control using
AFS combined with a simple CC for control of the longitudinal dynamics to avoid over-
speeding through a curve. NHTSA’s criterion on the maximum entry speed based on
the curvature of the road and its camber angle, along with a dynamic criterion based on
sideslip angle information are used to find the maximum allowable entry speed so that
the necessary deceleration can be found. Simulation results using a double-lane change
manoeuvre show that a good tracking is achieved when the entry speed is below the maxi-
mum allowable. The authors in [8] present a decoupled longitudinal and lateral dynamics
control based on the observation that excessive entry speed degrades the path-following
abilities of a lateral dynamics only controller. The choice to design a separate CC strategy
was most probably done on the basis that including the speed regulation in the optimiza-
tion problem (indeed, the vehicle model used allows for this) would result in higher com-
putational costs for the NMPC formulation. However, it would be interesting to check the
decoupled strategy presented here against such a formulation.
Two papers that explore the application of fast optimization algorithms in the context
of a real-time MPC in autonomous vehicle applications can be found in [47,100]. In [47]
a real-time NMPC strategy that employs the Real Time Iteration (RTI) scheme origi-
nally proposed in [35] on an autonomous vehicle application is presented. The authors
use a four-wheel vehicle model and a nonlinear tyre model to derive the track-dependent
spatial dynamics for the NMPC strategy. Results show that the proposed solution is im-
plementable online and that it can successfully navigate around two consecutive obstacles
in a simulation test but at a relative low vehicle speed. In [100] a collision avoidance
method for an autonomous vehicle is presented, with the NMPC strategy constructed
using a single-track vehicle model and a nonlinear tyre model and solved using the con-
tinuation/GMRES algorithm [103]. Simulation results show that a vehicle equipped with
the proposed controller can successfully avoid an obstacle, however the time to compute a
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solution is still much greater than the sampling time and the solution is not implementable
online.
A semi-autonomous vehicle application can be found in [4], which presents a con-
troller that predicts and corrects road departure using road preview information. The pro-
posed solution is constructed in two layers: (i) the ‘Threat Assessment’ layer evaluating
the risk and choosing the most effective control policy with the least intrusion to the driver
and (ii) the ‘Intervention’ layer that applies the corresponding control strategy. By control
policies the authors denote the level of intervention from the controller, whereas the first
policy corresponds to no control action, the second to braking intervention and the third
to AFS with braking intervention. From the three policies, only the third one uses a MPC
strategy to calculate the necessary steering input and braking torques for minimization of
the yaw and lateral position error, subject to constraints on the inputs and the wheel slip
angle. Experimental and simulation results through a turn on an icy road with a high entry
speed show that the controller brakes in anticipation of the turn, something that allows for
a smoother negotiation of the corner when compared to results from a standard ESP inter-
vention which brakes later in the turn but much harder in order to keep the vehicle stable.
The controller presented shows that using road preview information is more effective with
its early brake application than an ESP strategy in keeping the vehicle stable while being
much less intrusive to the driver, with less counter-steering needed from the driver and
less deceleration.
Another semi-autonomous vehicle application can be found in [54], where an MPC
strategy for roadway departure prevention using AFS and braking is presented. The MPC
is formulated so that only the control effort is minimised subject to the input constraints
and the soft safety constraints, the latter set so that: (i) the vehicle stays within the lane
boundaries, expressed as constraints on the lateral position of all four wheels from the
lane centreline, and (ii) the vehicle operates within its stable operating region, expressed
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as constraints in the tyre slip angles. A series of simulation experiments with a driver in
the loop is then used to assess the effectiveness of the controller. In the first test the authors
check if the driver model correctly predicts the behaviour of the driver, with moderate re-
sults. In the next test the scenario of a vehicle overspeeding through a turn is investigated
with good results: the controller successfully keeps the vehicle within the lane boundaries
by using both the AFS and the braking capabilities of the vehicle. The last test checks
what would happen if the driver is distracted, hence the vehicle drifts towards the inside
(or outside) of the lane: although in this case the driver could still correct the problem
he would have to deviate from the ‘nominal behaviour’ described by the driver model,
something that is correctly identified by the controller which steers the vehicle back in the
lane according to the safety constraints.
5.2.2 MPC in Active Safety Control Systems
In the scope of active safety systems, most solutions have so far focused in the control
of the lateral dynamics of the vehicle using a linear or an explicit MPC formulation.
For example, in [11] a yaw stability controller based on an LTV-MPC strategy using
independent braking of the four wheels is presented. For the MPC formulation, the lateral
vehicle dynamics model with the braking longitudinal forces on all four wheels as the
control inputs is linearised about the current position and hard constraints are imposed
on states and inputs, whereas the braking longitudinal forces are constrained according
to the corresponding estimated lateral tyre forces. The ‘sine and dwell’ test in Carsim
is then used on three different cars, where the tuning parameters (sampling time, control
horizon etc) are chosen according to the specific vehicle configuration. Using NHTSA’s
performance indices for yaw rate and lateral displacement, it is shown that the controller
successfully completes the test within the performance requirements. The importance of
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correctly choosing the weighting Q and R matrices in the cost function is also tested, with
simulation results showing that over-penalising the yaw rate error over the sideslip angle
error can create an unstable vehicle behaviour. It is interesting to note here that although
the authors recognise that the problem of overspeeding through a curve is the main reason
for failing to follow a reference yaw rate, they make no attempt to regulate the forward
speed of the vehicle in a controlled matter. From the simulation results we can see that
the vehicle eventually slows down, but this is directly connected to the fact that a braking
strategy is used.
In [15], a linear MPC is used in a lateral stability control application using the steer-
by-wire system of a prototype EV with two independent electric motors on the rear axle.
For the control design a affine force-input model is tailored to the specific vehicle config-
uration: the bicycle model is set with the front lateral force as input, while the rear lateral
force is linearised about the current rear tyre slip angle. The rear tyre force coupling is
also accounted for by restricting the maximum available lateral tyre force according to
the rear longitudinal tyre force demand. One of the distinctive features of this work is the
use of the envelope boundary concept – originally found in the aerospace industry – to
set the state constraints for the optimization problem: the yaw rate bounds are imposed
according to the maximum available lateral tyre force, while for the sideslip angle bound
the rear slip angle is used, the latter set in such a way because according to the authors
the rear slip angle scales naturally with speed while also accounts for higher yaw rates.
The optimization problem is then set to minimise the yaw rate and sideslip errors along
with the control effort subject to the input constraints and the soft envelope boundary con-
straints. The sampling time is chosen at the low rate of 10ms with prediction and control
horizons at 15 steps while delay compensation is also used by solving the optimization
problem for the next time step, with the final solution deployed on the prototype EV using
custom C-code. Simulation and experimental results using a slalom manoeuvre at a speed
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of 10m/s on a loose surface show that the controller can successfully restrict the steering
command from the driver when the yaw rate and sideslip angle limits are violated. The
study in [15] shows a very interesting solution that emphasises the importance of using
a ‘tailor made’ MPC formulation according to the specific vehicle configuration so that
useful simplifications can be exploited without removing important nonlinear aspects in
the model design. However, similarly to other limit-handling studies, the vehicle veloc-
ity is not directly controlled and is only taken into account in the setup of the envelope
bounds, something that restricts the controller’s authority in such cases.
In [34] a hybrid MPC and a switched MPC formulation for a yaw stability controller
using an AFS system and differential wheel braking are presented, both formulations
based on previous work from the same authors [16, 25]. Simulation results using the
hybrid MPC formulation against a standard ESC strategy show that the first is faster to
converge to the target yaw rate and slip angle targets with smaller overshoots. Since
the complexity of the above hMPC makes it unsuitable for automotive-grade ECUs, an
explicit switched MPC is presented next, which allows for a smaller sampling time of
50ms and online application. Experimental results on an RWD test vehicle under three
different scenarios on a low-µ road with high speeds – so that limit-handing conditions are
involved – show that the switched MPC controller can successfully stabilise the vehicle
while keeping the tyre slip angles within the given limits.
Another example of an explicit MPC law can be found in [26], where a yaw control
strategy using a rear active differential is presented. Here a single track model is used as
the internal model for formulating the MPC strategy, whereas the current on the differen-
tial valves (mapped to Mz through a simple model) and the steering angle are taken as the
inputs of the system, while yaw rate is taken as the output. On the other hand the yaw rate
reference is set according to the desired improvement on the understeer characteristics of
the vehicle. The optimization problem is then constructed, so that to minimise the yaw
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rate error along with the control effort, subject to the input and the sideslip angle con-
straints. An extra yaw rate constraint is also set explicitly in the yaw rate reference static
map. The resulted NMPC problem is then solved using the ‘nearest point’ approach: a
number of optimal control sequences is computed offline with the online approximate so-
lution picked by finding the nearest offline computed point. For simulation, the authors
choose to constrain the sideslip angle to 5degs and the control current to 1A, while the
prediction and control horizons are set to 100 and 5 steps respectively with a sampling
time of 0.01s. The number of points computed offline is 5.5×105 for a rather limited
set of variables: yaw rate was varied between -28 and 28deg, sideslip angle and steering
angle between -5.7 and 5.7degs and velocity between 79.2 and 118.8km/h. Simulation
results show a good agreement between the proposed approach and the nominal NMPC,
but with some chattering. This could be potentially corrected with a higher number of of-
fline computed points, but at higher memory and computational costs, which shows that
there is again a trade-off between performance and solution complexity.
5.3 Linear MPC Formulation
From the above section 5.2 it is obvious that while MPC is an attractive control strat-
egy especially when constraints are involved, it also has numerous drawbacks. Careful
consideration is therefore needed when designing the MPC controller in relation to:
• The internal model: choosing a larger, nonlinear model increases the number of
optimisation variables and the problem complexity.
• The sampling time: longer time steps reduce the number of optimisation variables
for a fixed horizon but can result in slow, ineffective control actions.
• The prediction and control horizons: shorter horizons reduce the number of optimi-
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sation variables for a fixed sampling time but can also result in ineffective control
actions.
• The constraints: more constraints and nonlinear state and/or input constraints in-
crease the problem complexity, but linear or linearised constraints can fail to capture
the nature of the original limits.
• The weighting matrices: like any other optimal control problem which is based on
the minimisation of a standard quadratic cost function, the relative weights in the
cost function are tuning parameters to be chosen.
There is therefore a clear trade-off between performance and computational effort
attached to both the choice of the internal model for the MPC and the tuning of the related
parameters, which in the case of a vehicle control strategy as considered here with its
relatively fast dynamics need to be carefully chosen.
Based on these observations, in this chapter we construct a linear MPC framework to
be used in the linear MPC strategies in the sections to follow. Starting from the nonlinear
continuous-time dynamical system
x˙ = fc(x,u), (5.1)
linearised about the equilibrium point (xss,uss)
x˙ = Assx+Bssu− (Assxss +Bssuss), (5.2)
with associated cost function state and input weighting matrices Qc and Rc respectively
and cross-weighting matrix Mc, the discrete-time model using an exact discretisation [6]
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and sampling time Ts is







assuming that the input u and the disturbance term (Assxss +Bssuss) both remain constant
for the discretisation interval [46].
Then the MPC regulation problem with horizon N = Np = Nu is
min
x,u





(xk− r)T Qd (xk− r)
+(uk− l)T Rd (uk− l)+2(xk− r)T Md (uk− l)
]
, (5.4a)
subject to x0 = xin, (5.4b)
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + c, k = 0,1, ...,N−1, (5.4c)
ulk ≤ uk ≤ uhk, k = 0,1, ...,N−1, (5.4d)
xlk ≤ xk ≤ xhk , k = 1,2, ...,N, (5.4e)
where (5.4a) is the cost to minimise with r and l the state and input references respectively,
(5.4b) sets the initial state x0 equal to the current one, (5.4c) are the affine discrete system
dynamics and (5.4d)-(5.4e) are the state and input inequality constraints. The positive
(semi-)definite matrix Qd and positive definite matrix Rd are the weighting matrices on
the state error and control effort respectively, and the positive definite matrix Md is the
cross-weighting matrix. A terminal penalty (xN −r)T Sd(xN −r) is also included, with the
matrix Sd selected as the solution of the Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE)
Sd = AT SdA+Qd(BT SdA+MTd )T (Rd +BT SdB)−1(BT SdA+MTd ).
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Based on the standard linear MPC problem (5.4) a dense MPC formulation using soft
constraints on the state is used in this chapter to avoid infeasibility problems (please refer
to Appendix C for details on the derivation of the dense soft-constrained MPC formu-
lation), with the necessary A and B matrices updated at each time step according to the
current steering command from the driver and the current vehicle velocity using the anal-
ysis of section 3.3. The resulting QP problem is then solved using the active-set method
as available through the quadprog command in MATLAB.
5.4 Linear MPC Strategies
One of the main disadvantages of using an MPC strategy for controlling a system is its
computational burden, which is directly related to the time that is needed to construct
and solve the MPC problem (5.4). As already mentioned in the above sections, many
factors have a decisive role in this: the number of optimization variables and the number
of constraints, along with the selected sampling time and horizon can result in a large
optimization problem that is too difficult to solve online. To this end, in the following we
present and tune two MPC strategies using internal models of different complexity:
1. The first MPC strategy, called hereafter ‘MPCt’ (where ‘t’ stands for ‘torque’ input),
uses the full four-wheel vehicle model (3.2) hence both the vehicle dynamics and
the much faster wheel speed dynamics are included in the internal model. The input
is set as the two torques on the rear wheels.
2. The second MPC strategy, called hereafter ‘MPCs’ (where ‘s’ stands for ‘slip’ in-
put), neglects the wheel speed dynamics (3.2d) from the internal model, while the
input is set as the longitudinal slip at the rear wheels. Then a Sliding Mode Slip
Controller is used to calculate the necessary torques on the rear wheels according
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to the requested longitudinal slips.
















Figure 5.2: MPCt control structure.
For the MPCt the full four-wheel model (3.2) is used, hence (neglecting the free-
rolling front wheels) we set x = [V β ψ˙ ωRL ωRR]T , and u = [TRL TRR]T (Fig. 5.2).
When defining the optimal control problem, the cross-weighting matrix Mc is set to
zero (note that after discretisation of the problem, Md in (5.4a) will usually not be zero),








































where, similarly to (4.8)-(4.9), the Qc and Rc matrices are normalised with respect to the
maximum expected state and input values, and the only tuning parameter is qV . Note that
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the use of state constraints in the case of the MPCt (and MPCs) strategy reduces somewhat
the importance of tuning the qV parameter: large oscillations in the yaw rate and sideslip
angle response are avoided as part of the constrained optimal control problem.
5.4.1.1 State Constraints
In order to avoid large yaw rate values, a yaw rate constraint according to the current
velocity Vin is imposed at the beginning of the optimization and fixed throughout the
prediction horizon. This constraint is based on the lateral acceleration limit for the current
velocity and is coupled to the tyre/road friction coefficient µmax [113]:
|ψ˙| ≤ µmaxg/Vin. (5.7)
Following [11, 78], a constraint on the maximum sideslip angle is also set for subjec-









V 2in + k1, if Vin <Vchar
k2, if Vin ≥Vchar
(5.8)
where Vchar is the characteristic speed of the vehicle [50] (refer to Appendix E for the
calculation of Vchar used in this work). The positive constants k1 and k2 are tuning param-
eters, chosen at 10pi/180 and 3pi/180 respectively. No constraints on the velocity or the
rear wheel speeds are imposed.
The yaw rate and sideslip angle constraints (5.7)-(5.8) are softened by introducing two
slack variables εψ˙ ,εβ ∈ R+ in the cost function 5.4a. In this way the maximum violation
for the two states within the prediction horizon is penalised and infeasibility problems in
the solution of 5.4 are avoided (please refer to Appendix C for details on how the soft
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constraints are implemented).
5.4.1.2 Input Constraints
For the MPCt the use of the two torques on the rear wheels as input of the internal model
gives us the opportunity to set constraints on them based on the static torque map of the
motors used.























Figure 5.3: The static torque map and its approximation using affine functions of the
wheel speed ω .
The maximum torque achievable on each of the two rear wheels of the car is a nonlin-
ear function of the corresponding wheel speed. Since the MPC problem (5.4) is formu-
lated as a convex optimization problem that allows only for affine inequality constraints,
the static torque map is approximated by two affine functions of ω , as seen in Fig. 5.3.
Taking for example the line f (ω) = a1ω +b1, we want
TR j ≤ a1ωR j +b1,
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and expanding then to both the rear wheels’ torques we get
 0 0 0 −a1 0
















A similar procedure can be followed for line g(ω) = a2ω +b2. The resulting polyhe-
dron, as seen in Fig. 5.3, is convex and can be therefore used to define the input inequality
constraints in (5.4).
In this work, the above piecewise linear approximation of the static torque map is cho-
sen in such way so that the error from the nonlinear constraint is minimised at a realistic
range of wheel speeds. To this end, we choose a2 and b2 so that g(ω) coincides with the
constant torque line (note that in this case b2 = 0), and a1 and b1 so that f (ω) is tangent
to the constant power curve and meets the longitudinal line at the high wheel speed of
270rad/s.
5.4.1.3 Longitudinal Slip Constraints
Since, for stability reasons, it is deemed necessary to constrain the longitudinal slips on
the rear wheels, another constraint on the state is also constructed for the MPCt to address
this. If, according to the simplified MF definition (3.7), the maximum longitudinal force
on the wheel is
f maxR jx = fR jzDMF sin
(
CMF tan−1(BMF smaxR jx )
)
, (5.9)
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then, assuming steady-state conditions
T maxR j = f maxR jx Rw, (5.10)
and the longitudinal slip based limit on the motor torque can be computed as
T maxR j = fR jzDMF sin
(
CMF tan−1(BMF smaxR jx )
)
Rw. (5.11)















Figure 5.4: MPCs control structure.
The second MPC strategy neglects the fast wheel speed dynamics, so that a simpler
internal model is used with x = [V β ψ˙ ]T and u = [sRLx sRRx]T . Then a Sliding Mode Slip
Controller computes the necessary torques on the rear wheels based on the requested lon-
gitudinal slips (Fig. 5.4). When defining the optimal control problem, the cross-weighting
matrix Mc is set again to zero, while Qd and Rd are found again from the continuous time































5.4.2.1 State, Input and Torque Constraints
For the MPCs we use the same yaw rate and sideslip angle constraints (5.7)-(5.8) as with
the MPCt, while no constraint is set on the vehicle velocity.
Constraints are also set for the input u = [sRLx sRRx]T so that the longitudinal slips
on the rear wheels never exceed the maximum allowable slip for safe operation of the
vehicle. Using the tyre parameters as found in Table A.1 for the simplified MF (3.7) we
set the constraint (Appendix A)
|sR jx| ≤ 0.15. (5.14)
For the MPCs we can not directly account for the motor limits in the form of its
static torque map as was the case with the MPCt. We therefore construct an additional
constraint on the state and input in order to avoid excessive torque requests from the
two motors. If the maximum torque that can be provided by a motor is T maxR j , then the
maximum longitudinal force on the wheel – assuming steady-state conditions – is
f maxR jx = T maxR j /Rw, (5.15)














Then, we can compare the two limits (5.14) and (5.16) and set the input constraints at
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the beginning of the prediction horizon as
|sR jx| ≤ min(0.15,smaxR jx ). (5.17)
5.4.2.2 Sliding Mode Slip Controller
The torque demand on the two electric motors according to the longitudinal slip requests
are then calculated using a Sliding Mode Slip Controller, constructed in a way similar
to [61, 142].














− Vi jxω˙i j
ω2i jRw
,
and using (3.3) and (3.2d),
s˙i jx = (si jx+1)
˙Vi jx
Vi jx
− (si jx+1)2 RwIwVi jx (Ti j− fi jxRw).
Setting the sliding surface as e= si jx−sdesi jx and using V = (1/2)e2 as a Lyapunov function
candidate with e˙ = s˙i jx (assuming that sdesi jx remains constant), we have [77]
dV






























+Rw fi jx + IwVi jx
(si jx +1)2Rw
ζ sgn(e),
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with ζ a small positive number yields
dV
dt =−eζ sgn(e) =−ζ |e|< 0.
Then defining κ =
IwVi jx
(si jx +1)2Rw




+Rw fi jx +κsgn(e),









where sat(·) the saturation function
sat(y) =
 y, if |y| ≤ 1sgn(y), if |y|> 1
and ∆ a positive constant [77].
5.5 Sampling Time and Horizon Selection
After choosing the internal model for the MPC problem (5.4), two of the most important
parameters affecting both the performance and computational burden for an MPC formu-
lation are the sampling time Ts and the horizon N. These two parameters are directly
connected to the construction of the discrete-time finite-horizon cost function (5.4a) and
the discrete-time dynamics (5.4c), and their choice must satisfy the minimum require-
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ment for the MPCt and MPCs: both strategies should perform similar to an unconstrained
continuous-time optimal strategy when no inequality violations occur.
For the evaluation of the performance of the two MPC strategies we use the closed-








(xk− r)T Qd (xk− r)+(uk− l)T Rd (uk− l)+2(xk− r)T Md (uk− l) ,
where Tsim is the chosen simulation time and ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function, which maps a real
number to the smallest following integer. The above expression is the summation of the
weighted square of the state error and the control effort for the duration of the simulation,
hence the cost that the MPC tries to minimise at the first place, and can be therefore used
as a metric of the controller’s performance. For the evaluation of the computational effort,
the total computational time Tcomp = Tconstr+Tsol required to construct and solve the MPC
problem employing the quadprog solver in MATLAB is used.
First we investigate the effect of varying the sampling time Ts by comparing the two
MPC strategies with an unconstrained continuous-time optimal strategy for a range of
sampling times and a horizon equal to 8s. A set of simple simulation scenarios is used,
whereas the vehicle is going straight and a step steer input is applied after 2s for the
duration of 8s. For each simulation, the initial vehicle velocity is chosen so that it is
1m/s higher from the maximum velocity allowable for the applied step steering input
Vmax hence both the MPC strategies will regulate the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate
of the vehicle according to the reference values, as discussed in section 3.3. It is assumed
at this point that there are no acceleration or braking requests from the driver.
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5.5.1 Impact of Varying the Sampling Time in the MPCt
For the MPCt, using a sampling time above 0.035s results in a controller that cannot be
stabilising anymore. This is the direct result of including the fast wheel speed dynamics
(3.2d) in the internal model, and reveals the main disadvantage of this strategy: consider-
ation of the wheel speed dynamics in the MPC problem not only increases the number of
optimization variables but at the same time calls for faster sampling times.
Using the set of test scenarios described above, Fig. 5.5a shows the closed-loop cost
for a range of step steering inputs and sampling times between 0.01-0.035s. No major
variations are noticed for this range of sampling times. On the other hand, in Fig. 5.5b
we observe that for sampling times below 0.02s, the time needed to solve the QP prob-
lem increases exponentially. The pareto frontiers in Fig. 5.5c show a similar trend, with
computational times increasing rapidly with only small gains in the closed-loop cost.
Fig 5.6 shows the velocity and sideslip angle time histories for a step steering input of
6deg and sampling times of 0.01s and 0.035s. As we can see, only a small degradation in
performance can be seen for a sampling time of 0.035s. Based on the above analysis we
therefore set the sampling time for the MPCt strategy to Ts =0.035s.



















































































Figure 5.5: Variation of closed-loop cost and computational time with sampling time for
a range of step steering inputs in the MPCt strategy.
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Figure 5.6: Velocity and sideslip angle time histories for a step steering input of 6deg, a
horizon of 8s and different sampling times in the MPCt.
5.5.2 Impact of Varying the Sampling Time in the MPCs
Using the same set of test scenarios as in the case of the MPCt, Fig. 5.7a shows the
variation of the closed-loop cost with sampling time for a range of step steer inputs for
the MPCs. No considerable changes in performance for sampling times below 0.1s can be
noticed. On the other hand, in Fig. 5.7b we observe that the solve time increases rapidly
for sampling times below 0.05s, so there is a clear trade-off between closed-loop cost and
























































































Figure 5.7: Variation of closed-loop cost and computational time with sampling time for
a range of step steering inputs in the MPCs strategy.
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Figure 5.8: Velocity and sideslip angle histories for a step steering input of 6deg, a horizon
of 8s and different sampling times in the MPCs.
solve time with changes in the sampling time, while a similar increase in the solve time
can be noticed for small reductions in the closed-loop cost below 1 (Fig. 5.7c).
The difference in the system response for a step steering input of 6deg and sampling
times of 0.05s and 0.15s can be seen in Fig. 5.8. It can be confirmed that for shorter
sampling times the response of the system using the MPCs strategy is close to the one
with the LQR, while it differs considerably as we increase the sampling time to 0.15s.
Based on the above analysis we therefore set the sampling time for the MPCs strategy to
Ts =0.05s.
5.5.3 Impact of Varying the Horizon
The long horizon length in combination with the short sampling times used in the above
sections resulted in long computational times, a large portion of which was spend in
constructing the matrices for the dense MPC problem. The increase in construction time
with longer horizons in the MPCt and MPCs can be seen in Fig. 5.9. We also note that the
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Figure 5.9: Construction time versus sampling time for the two MPC strategies.
relevant increase in construction time for the MPCs is lower than the one for the MPCt,
a result of the smaller number of optimization variables used in the MPCs. However, in
both strategies the construction time drops to values as low as 2ms for horizons less than
1s, so we set the horizon for both strategies to N =1s. It is also interesting to note here
that the impact of a shorter horizon length on the closed-loop cost was observed to be
minimal for the simple step steering input scenario used in this section.
5.5.4 Impact of Varying the Control Horizon
Having established the correct combination of sampling time and horizon for the two
MPC strategies, we next examine the effect of shortening the control horizon Nu while
keeping the prediction horizon fixed at Np =1s so that the computational time is always
below the sampling time in the presence of state and input inequality constraints. For
this, we use a extreme manoeuvre in CarMaker, whereas the vehicle is going straight and
a step steering input of -160deg is applied on the steering wheel at t =1s followed by a
countersteer input of 260deg at t =2s, with the initial velocity of which is 3m/s higher
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Figure 5.10: Impact of using a shorter control horizon in the MPCt.
than Vmax for the first steering input.
As we can see from Fig. 5.10, in order to drop the computational time at levels below
the sampling time of Ts =0.035s the control horizon needs to be reduced to Nu =0.14s
(Fig. 5.10e), however no difference can be noticed in the vehicle trajectory (Fig. 5.10a)
with the smaller control horizon. The small impact in performance can also be confirmed
by the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate time histories (Fig. 5.10b-5.10d) which show
no major differences when the shorter control horizon is used (constraints shown only for
the shorter horizon case).
In the case of the MPCs, the relatively higher sampling time of Ts = 0.05s allows for
a longer control horizon. Fig. 5.11e shows that reducing the control horizon to Nu = 0.5s
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reduces the computational time without affecting the vehicle trajectory (Fig. 5.11a). No
impact in the controller performance with the shorter control horizon can be noticed, as
also evidenced in the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate time histories in Figs. 5.11b-
5.11d (constraints shown only for the shorter horizon case). From Fig. 5.11e it is also
interesting to note that, apart from two spikes at around 2.5s, the computational time is
already lower than the sampling time even without the shorter control horizon.













































































































































Figure 5.11: Impact of using a shorter control horizon in the MPCs.
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5.6 Evaluation of the two MPC strategies
In the following section we compare the two MPC strategies against the LQR strategy
from chapter 4 and a baseline vehicle with no active control in CarMaker environment.
The first scenario under consideration examines the terminal understeer mitigation capa-
bilities of the two MPC strategies and how these compare against the LQR intervention,
while the second scenario tests the three optimal control strategies in a fast double lane
change manoeuvre. The purpose of the two test scenarios is therefore to assess the relative
advantages of using a constrained optimal control strategy against an unconstrained one
under two limit handling manoeuvres. Note that we assume that no acceleration or decel-
eration commands come from the driver for the duration of the two manoeuvres while the
actual torques applied on the rear wheels will be saturated according to the static torque
map (Fig. A.1).
5.6.1 U-turn scenario
For the first simulation scenario, we use the same U-turn manoeuvre as the one used for
the evaluation of the LQR strategy in section 4.4, whereas the driver model available in
CarMaker is used to steer the vehicle around a U-turn on a dry road (µmax =1) and the
velocity error penalty in (4.8) and both (5.5) and (5.12) is set to qV =150 as before in
chapter 4.
Fig. 5.12a shows the trajectory of the vehicle using the MPCs in blue, the vehicle
using the MPCt in purple, the vehicle using the LQR in red and the uncontrolled vehicle in
green. The vehicles using the MPCt, MPCs and LQR strategies follow a similar trajectory
in Fig. 5.12a, but looking at the state histories as seen in Figs. 5.12b-5.12e reveals some
distinctive differences between the three controllers. While the velocity drop from the
MPCt, MPCs and LQR is similar (Fig. 5.12c), the two MPC strategies manage to keep
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(b) Steering wheel angle































































































(f) MPCt comp. time






















(g) MPCs comp. time
Figure 5.12: Comparison of the vehicle with the LQR (in red), the vehicle with the MPCt
(in purple) and the vehicle with the MPCs (in blue) in the U-turn scenario.
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(a) MPCt rear-left torque





























(b) MPCt rear-right torque
























(c) MPCt long. slips



























(d) MPCs rear-left long. slip




























(e) MPCs rear-right long. slip



















Figure 5.13: Torque (requested) and longitudinal slip (actual) time histories for the MPCt
and the MPCs in the U-turn scenario.
the yaw rate and especially the sideslip angle (Figs. 5.12d-5.12e) of the vehicle at lower
levels by enforcing the inequality constraints (5.7)-(5.8). It is also important to note at this
point that these results have been achieved by the two MPC strategies while remaining
within the corresponding sampling times (Figs 5.12f-5.12g).
Fig. 5.13 shows the rear wheel torque commands and the actual rear wheel longi-
tudinal slips from the MPCt and the MPCs strategy. From Fig. 5.13a we can see that
for the MPCt strategy the rear wheels’ torque commands always remain within the input
constraint for this strategy (5.11), however the rear-left wheel torque command is also
constrained to lower values according to (5.11) whenever the longitudinal slip of the less
loaded rear-left wheel exceeds the linear region of the operation of the tyre (Fig. 5.13c).
For the MPCs strategy on the other hand (Figs. 5.13d-5.13f), it is the longitudinal slip of
the rear-right that is constrained to lower values (Fig. 5.13e) according to (5.16) due to
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(a) MPCt rear-left torque





























(b) MPCt rear-right torque
























(c) MPCt long. slips



























(d) MPCs rear-left long. slip




























(e) MPCs rear-right long. slip



















Figure 5.14: Torque (requested) and longitudinal slip (actual) time histories for the MPCt
and the MPCs in the absence of constraints (5.11) and (5.16) respectively in the U-turn
scenario.
the motor torque on this wheel reaching its limit (Fig. 5.13f). Another interesting point to
note in Fig. 5.13 is the difference in the torque commands between the two MPC strate-
gies, with the MPCt showing large oscillations for the rear-left torque (Fig. 5.13a) when
compared to the smoother torque commands from the MPCs strategy (Fig. 5.13f).
In Fig. 5.14 we see what the rear wheel torque commands and the actual rear wheel
longitudinal slips from the MPCt and the MPCs strategy would be in the absence of
constraints (5.11) and (5.16) respectively. We remind that in the case of the MPCt the
extra slip-based torque constraint is used for stability reasons, while in the case of the
MPCs the extra torque-based slip constraint is used to account for the motor limits as
imposed by its torque map. From Fig. 5.13 it is obvious that neglecting the extra input
constraints would result in larger commands to the two electric motors from both MPC
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strategies. In the case of the MPCt (Figs. 5.14a-5.14c) the absence of the slip-based torque
constraint (5.11) results in large torque commands on the rear-left wheel (Fig. 5.13a),
which also cause large longitudinal slip values on the rear-left tyre (Fig. 5.13c), while in
the case of the MPCs (Figs. 5.14d-5.14f) the absence of the torque-based longitudinal slip
constraint (5.16) results in large torque commands on the rear-right wheel (Fig. 5.13a)
which far exceed the motor torque limits. We can conclude that the inclusion of the extra
constraints (5.11) and (5.16) allows for both the tyre and electric motor limitations to
be taken into account by the two MPC strategies, thus giving better knowledge of the
complete system to the two controllers and resulting in more effective control actions.
From the U-turn scenario as analysed above, one could say that the MPCs and the
MPCt strategies give a similar response to the simpler LQR. However the yaw rate regu-
lation and most importantly the smaller sideslip angle values observed in the case of the
MPCt and MPCs show that the same performance can be achieved without having to com-
promise the stability of the vehicle, a point that becomes important in a fast manoeuvre
as the double-lane change presented next.
5.6.2 Double-Lane Change scenario
For the double-lane change scenario we use again the driver model available in CarMaker,
but this time to follow a predefined path corresponding to a double-lane change manoeu-
vre as denoted by a dashed line in Fig. 5.15a. The road is assumed dry (µmax =1) while the
entry speed is set to the high value of 140km/h and the velocity error penalty in (4.8), (5.5)
and (5.12) to qV =150 as before. Note that no acceleration or deceleration commands
come from the driver for the duration of the manoeuvre while the actual torques applied
on the rear wheels are again saturated according to the static torque map (Fig. A.1).
Fig. 5.15a shows the trajectory of the vehicle using the MPCs in blue, the vehicle
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(b) Steering wheel angle































































































(f) MPCt comp. time






















(g) MPCs comp. time
Figure 5.15: Comparison of the uncontrolled vehicle (in green), the vehicle with the LQR
(in red), the vehicle with the MPCt (in purple) and the vehicle with the MPCs (in blue) in
the double-lane change scenario.
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using the MPCt in purple, the vehicle using the LQR in red and the uncontrolled vehicle
in green. Both the uncontrolled vehicle and the vehicle with the LQR become unstable in
this scenario and spin out of control, while the two MPC strategies successfully complete
the test with minimal off-tracking from the predefined path. This is achieved by regulating
the vehicle velocity as seen in Fig. 5.15c, while successfully constraining the sideslip
angle and yaw rate of the vehicle (Figs. 5.15d-5.15e). Finally Fig. 5.15f and Fig. 5.15g
show the computational times for the two MPC strategies, both remaining within the
corresponding sampling times.
Fig. 5.16 shows the rear wheel torque commands and the actual rear wheel longitudi-
nal slips from the MPCt and the MPCs strategy. Similarly to the U-turn scenario, for the
MPCt strategy (Figs. 5.16a-5.16c) the rear torque commands are constrained according
to (5.9), along with (5.11) and the changes in the maximum achievable longitudinal force




























(a) MPCt rear-left torque
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(d) MPCs rear-left long. slip




























(e) MPCs rear-right long. slip




















Figure 5.16: Torque (requested) and longitudinal slip (actual) time histories for the MPCt
and the MPCs in the double-lane change scenario.
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on the rear tyres due to lateral load transfers occurring throughout the double-lane change
manoeuvre. For the MPCs strategy (Figs. 5.16d-5.16f) both the rear wheel longitudinal
slips are constrained according to (5.17) which takes into account violation of the motor
torque limits (Fig. 5.13f). Despite the spikes observed (Fig. 5.13f) for the MPCs case, the
effectiveness of the two extra constraints can be again confirmed.
From the double-lane change scenario as analysed above, we see that both the MPCt
and the MPCs strategies can stabilise the vehicle under a fast double-lane change manoeu-
vre. The uncontrolled vehicle does not complete the test successfully while the use of the
LQR results in an equally unstable behaviour due to the excessive yaw rate and sideslip
angle values.
5.7 Summary
Two MPC strategies of different complexity for combined yaw, sideslip and velocity regu-
lation have been presented in this chapter. The first strategy, called MPCt, uses an internal
model that includes both the vehicle dynamics and the much faster wheel speed dynamics
as the state and the torque on the rear wheels as the input. The second strategy, called
MPCs, neglects the wheel speed dynamics, hence uses only the vehicle dynamics as the
state and the longitudinal slip on the rear wheels as the input for the internal model, with
a Sliding Mode Slip Controller then calculating the necessary torques on the rear wheels.
An analysis of the relative trade-off in closed-loop performance and computational cost
for the two MPC strategies shows that inclusion of the fast wheel speed dynamics in the
MPC formulation results not only in a bigger optimization problem but also requires faster
sampling times.
Simulations in a high fidelity environment confirmed the effectiveness of the MPCt
and MPCs in correcting terminal understeer behaviour and the importance of constraining
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both the state and the input of the system for improved stability. While similar trajectories
were followed from both the MPC strategies and a simpler LQR strategy in the case of
a U-turn scenario, the MPC strategies achieve this with much lower sideslip angle and
yaw rate values. Another point to notice here is that including both the longitudinal slip
constraints and the torque constraints in the MPC formulation (something that was im-
plemented in one way or another in both MPC strategies) gives a better knowledge of the
system to the controllers and results in more effective control actions. The importance of
accounting for the system constraints became crucial in the case of a double-lane change
scenario, where the MPCt and MPCs kept the vehicle stable by enforcing the state and
input constraints, while the vehicle with the LQR became unstable shortly after the be-
ginning of the manoeuvre. Finally, both scenarios showed that the MPC strategies are
real-time implementable even when a generic QP solver is used.
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Chapter 6
Nonlinear Constrained Optimal Control
Strategy
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter we explore recent developments in the area of fast linear MPC and NMPC
and their application on the problem of controlling an EV at the limits of handling using
combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics control, as established in chapters 4 and 5.
To this end, we employ the general structure of the more promising MPCs strategy from
chapter 5 and
1. replace the generic quadprog solver from MATLAB with a specialised QP solver
as available in FORCES Pro [36] as our preferred linear MPC solver,
2. construct an NMPC strategy that employs the RTI scheme [35],
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3. construct an NMPC strategy that employs the Primal-Dual Interior Point (PDIP)
method as available in FORCES Pro [36].
All three MPC strategies are based on simplified versions of the same nonlinear op-
timisation problem: the goal is again to minimise the state and input error from a given
reference along the simulation time, subject to the initial condition, the nonlinear system
dynamics and the nonlinear state and input constraints. At the same time, by solving the
original nonlinear optimisation problem offline we can also obtain the optimal solution
and use it as a ‘benchmark’ against which the three MPC strategies can be compared.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: after detailing the original nonlinear opti-
mization problem to solve and the assumptions used in the construction of the three MPC
strategies, we compare the MPC strategies against each other and against the optimal so-
lution in a series of simple step steering case studies. Then, after analysing the relative
trade-offs in terms of closed-loop performance and computational cost we validate the
most promising solution in CarMaker environment under two limit-handling manoeuvres,
similar to the ones used in chapter 5.
6.2 NonLinear Program Problem and MPC Strategies
In this section, we compare three MPC strategies of different levels of complexity in
a series of simple step steering case studies designed so that both the advantages and
disadvantages of each strategy can be observed. We first obtain the optimal solution of the
associated NonLinear Program (NLP) problem for each case and use it as a benchmark
to compare the three solutions from two points of view: closed-loop performance and
computational complexity. The section is therefore comprised by two parts, the first one
presenting the optimal control problem under consideration and how this can be solved
offline, and the second one showing how the problem can be simplified and solved online.
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6.2.1 NonLinear Program Problem: the Optimal Solution
For the nonlinear continuous-time system with state and input x and u respectively
x˙ = fc(x,u), (6.1)






(xk− r)T Qn (xk− r)+(uk− l)T Rn (uk− l) , (6.2a)
s.t. x0 = xin, (6.2b)
xk+1 = fd(xk,uk), k = 0, ...,N−1, (6.2c)
h(xk,uk)≤ 0, k = 0, ...,N−1. (6.2d)
The aim is to minimise the state and input error from a given state reference r and input
reference l respectively (6.2a) along the simulation time Tsim = NTs, subject to the initial
condition (6.2b), the discretised system dynamics (6.2c) and the state and input constraints
(6.2d). The resulting NLP problem can then be solved offline using one of the popular
optimization methods: we employ the Sequential Quadratic Program (SQP) algorithm
with an active set method to solve it, as available in the ACADO Toolkit [60]. In this way,
given that the system stabilises to the steady state reference within the chosen simulation
time, the optimal solution is obtained which can then be used as the benchmark against
which the three online MPC strategies will be compared.
Note in the above equations that we no longer need to include a terminal penalty and
that the weighting matrices Qn and Rn are not found anymore using an exact discretisation
of the original continuous time problem (4.7) as was the case in chapter 5, where we were
directly comparing the two linear MPC strategies against the LQR from chapter 4. Here
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we rather set:
Qn = TsQc, Rn = TsRc,
which not only simplifies the calculation but was also found to be a good approximation
for the small sampling time of Ts =0.05s used here.
6.2.2 MPC Strategies






(xk− r)T Qn (xk− r)+(uk− l)T Rn (uk− l) , (6.3a)
s.t. x0 = xin, (6.3b)
xk+1 = f (xk,uk), k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.3c)
ulk ≤ xk ≤ uhk , k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.3d)
xlk ≤ uk ≤ xhk , k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.3e)
where M ≤ N is the prediction horizon and the nonlinear constraints on state and input
(6.2d) are replaced by simpler box constraints (6.3d)-(6.3e) for fairness of comparison
between the simpler linear MPC strategy and the two NMPC strategies.
Then, the three formulations investigated here are:
• A linear MPC strategy, where the nonlinear system dynamics (6.1) are linearised
and discretised with the resulting QP problem solved using the PDIP nethod as
available in FORCES Pro [36].
• An NMPC strategy that applies only the first SQP iteration on problem (6.3) ac-
cording to the RTI scheme [35] as available in the ACADO Toolkit [60].
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• An NMPC strategy that applies the PDIP method as available in FORCES Pro [36]
to (6.3) until convergence to the optimal solution.
6.2.2.1 Linear MPC
From (6.3) and the short description of the MPC strategies above we can see that the main
difference in the problem definition between the linear MPC and the rest of the strategies
is how the discrete system dynamics are defined. Similarly to chapter 5, linearising the
continuous system dynamics (6.1) about the equilibrium point (xss,uss) gives
x˙ = Assx+Bssu− (Assxss +Bssuss),
where (Axss +Buss) is a constant. Then discretising the above affine system we get







like before. The resulting QP can then be solved using the PDIP method as available in
FORCES Pro [36].
6.2.2.2 NMPC: RTI scheme and PDIP method
For the two NMPC strategies we use one step of the explicit Runge-Kutta 4th order
method to derive the nonlinear discrete dynamics (6.3c) from the continuous dynamics
(6.1): the specific method was found to give a good approximation of the continuous dy-
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namics for our system at the chosen sampling time of Ts =0.05s. The resulting NMPC
can then be solved using the RTI scheme or the PDIP method:
• NMPC-RTI
In the case of a real-time application like the one considered here, the RTI scheme
can be used for fast solutions of problem (6.3): this scheme, in its simplest form,
has the benefit of producing fast but suboptimal solutions by precomputing the nec-
essary sensitivities and performing only one SQP iteration [35, 60]. This approach
can quickly lead to convergence if the solution does not change much from one time
step to the next but can also diverge.
• NMPC-PDIP
We can also try to solve (6.3) using the PDIP method, as available in the Forces Pro
NLP solver [36], until convergence. This approach attempts to solve the NMPC
problem in a relatively short time by employing the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno (BFGS) algorithm for the computation of the Hessian of the Lagrangian
and can give solutions that are very close to the optimal.
6.3 Comparison of the Three MPC Strategies
In this section we compare the linear MPC, NMPC-RTI and NMPC-PDIP strategies as
presented in section 6.2.2 against the optimal solution from section 6.2.1 for a range of
simple simulation studies. We will neglect the fast wheel speed dynamics (3.2d), so we set
for both the simulation model and the internal model for the MPC strategies x = [V β ψ˙ ]T
and u = [sRLx sRRx]T . The input constraints are set similarly to section 5.4.2.1 to
|sR jx| ≤ 0.15,
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while we also set a constraint on the product of the vehicle’s yaw rate and velocity based
on the lateral acceleration limit
−µmaxg ≤ ψ˙V ≤ µmaxg, (6.4)
which for the MPC strategies is simplified to a constraint on the yaw rate only as a function
of the velocity at the beginning of the prediction horizon as in (5.7):
|ψ˙| ≤ µmaxg/Vin.
In the test scenarios considered here, the vehicle is initially moving on a straight line
and at time t = 0s we apply a step steering input for the duration of T = 10s 1, with
the initial speed chosen so that it is greater than the corresponding Vmax for that steering
input. Each controller will then aim to stabilise the vehicle to the steady-state reference
xre f = [V ss β ss ψ˙ss]T , ure f = [sssRLx sssRRx]T by minimising (6.3a) subject to (6.3b)-(6.3e).
Following the analysis for the MPCs strategy in section 5.5, the sampling time and the
horizon for the MPC strategies to Ts =0.05s and M =20steps respectively, while for the
evaluation of the performance of the MPC strategies we use again the closed-loop cost
(5.18).
Table 6.1 shows the average and maximum computational times along with the min-
imum and maximum closed-loop costs (expressed as percentage difference from the op-
timal) for the three MPC strategies for a range of step steering inputs from 2 to 10deg
and different initial velocities, ranging from 1m/s to 4m/s above the Vmax for that steering
input2. Looking at the computational times in Table 6.1, we can see that they scale accord-
1the simulation time chosen long enough so that the states always converge to the steady-state reference
before the end of each test.
2the range of initial velocities chosen so that the original NLP problem (6.2) is always feasible for the
given drivetrain topology and actuator limits
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Avg comp. Max comp. Min per. Max per.
time (ms) time (ms) penalty (%) penalty (%)
Linear MPC 1.1 5.3 28.08 109.85
NMPC-RTI 3.0 14.9 2.01 5.91 ·105
NMPC-PDIP 3.6 29.5 0.79 28.23
Table 6.1: Comp. times and performance results from the three MPC strategies
ing to the problem complexity, with the linear MPC being the fastest and the NMPC-PDIP
the slowest across all results. Another interesting point is the maximum observed time for
the NMPC-PDIP which is much higher than the two other strategies: this happens when
the NMPC-PDIP reaches the maximum number of iterations allowed (which in our tests
is set to 200 iterations) without fully converging, at which point it gives the last com-
puted sub-optimal solution. Looking at the performance penalty for the three strategies
on the last two columns of Table 6.1, we observe that the linear MPC is consistently above
28.08% difference from the optimal, but does not go above 110%, while the NMPC-PDIP
only reaches a maximum of 28.23%. The NMPC-RTI strategy on the other hand reaches
high maximum closed-loop cost values due to infeasibility problems, a result that shows
the main disadvantage of performing only one SQP iteration at each time step.
Fig. 6.1 shows the computational time versus performance penalty plots for the set of
simulation tests from Table 6.1. It can be confirmed that the linear MPC strategy (in red,
with the red circle showing the average for each test) performs almost the same across all
the tests and, apart from only a few occasions when more iterations of the PDIP method
are used to find a solution, it returns a solution in less than 5ms. On the other hand, the
NMPC-PDIP strategy (in blue, with the blue asterisk showing the average for each test)
performs closer to the optimal across all tests and mostly drops in performance when the
initial velocity is further away from the reference velocity Vmax. However this is done at
the expense of longer computational times since in quite a few tests the maximum number
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(a) V0 =Vmax + 1m/s



























(b) V0 =Vmax + 2m/s



























(c) V0 =Vmax + 3m/s



























(d) V0 =Vmax + 4m/s
Figure 6.1: Computational times versus performance penalty from the optimal solution
for a range of step steering inputs from 2 to 10deg and different initial velocities.
of iterations is reached at least once, hence the much larger maximum times observed in
some of the results. Finally, the NMPC-RTI strategy (in green, with the green x showing
the average for each test), shows excellent performance with low computational times
when the initial state is close to the target, but quickly drifts to higher closed-loop penalty
values for higher initial state errors, showing the main disadvantage of using this strategy
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as already observed in the analysis of Table 6.1 above.
































































































(d) Rear-left long. slip



















(e) Rear-right long. slip
Figure 6.2: Velocity, sideslip angle, yaw rate and longitudinal slip histories for a step
steering input of 8deg and an initial velocity difference from Vmax of 4m/s for the three
MPC strategies (note that for clarity reasons, the highly oscillatory longitudinal slip re-
sults for the NMPC-RTI have been omitted).
An example of the difference in state regulation from the optimal for the three MPC
strategies in one of the test scenarios presented in Fig. 6.1 above can be seen in Fig. 6.2
where we find the velocity, sideslip angle, yaw rate and longitudinal slip time histories for
a step steering input of 8deg and an initial velocity which is 4m/s higher than Vmax for this
steering input. While the velocity time histories for the linear MPC and the NMPC-PDIP
strategies are similar and both close to the optimal trajectory (Fig. 6.2a), the yaw rate
and especially the sideslip angle time histories are quite different. While the linear MPC
strategy exhibits large oscillations in both the sideslip angle and yaw rate, the NMPC-
PDIP strategy remains close to the optimal solution (Figs. 6.2b-6.2c), with only a small
overshot at the yaw rate, which is directly connected to the oscillations observed from
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the NMPC-PDIP strategy in the longitudinal slip time histories (Figs. 6.2d-6.2e) and is
the result of the NMPC-PDIP strategy finding it difficult to cope with the hard yaw rate
constraint. Despite this, the NMPC-PDIP strategy shows excellent response with results
very close to the optimal solution and demonstrates the importance of accounting for
the nonlinear system dynamics in the form of the equality constraint (6.3c) rather than
linearising the system dynamics as is the case with the linear MPC strategy. Finally, for
this test scenario the vehicle with the NMPC-RTI strategy quickly becomes unstable due
to the high initial state error from the reference.
While the NMPC-RTI convergence problems with higher initial state errors, as ex-
plained above, could be possibly addressed using a shorter sampling time and/or more
SQP iterations, the fact remains that the NMPC-PDIP strategy shows more promising
results, the main problem been the longer computational times. One way to help the
PDIP solver achieve convergence faster while avoiding infeasibility problems is by soft
constraining the state, which can be done by introducing slack variables into the cost






(xk− r)T Qn (xk− r)+(uk− l)T Rn (uk− l)+ρεεk, (6.5a)
s.t. x0 = xin, (6.5b)
xk+1 = f (xk,uk), k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.5c)
ulk ≤ uk ≤ uhk , k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.5d)
xlk− εk ≤ xk ≤ xhk + εk, k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.5e)
εk ≥ 0, k = 0, ...,M−1, (6.5f)
where εk ∈ R+ (k = 0, ...,M−1) and ρε are the slack variables and their weight respec-
tively.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of maximum (blue bars) and average (green bars) computational
times for the NMPC-PDIP (in dark blue and green) and the NMPC-PDIP with soft con-
straints (in light blue and green) for the range of test scenarios considered in this section,
starting from different initial velocities.
Fig. 6.3 shows the change in average and maximum computational times for the
NMPC-PDIP strategy after softening the yaw rate constraint (5.7). The maximum time
has decreased to less than half in all cases, while the average times show no major differ-
ences from the hard constrained NMPC-PDIP strategy despite the fact that the inclusion
of the slack variables has increased the number of optimisation variables. It is worth not-
ing here also that no infeasibility problems have been observed after softening the yaw
rate constraint and that the maximum number of 200 iterations was never reached across
all cases. These results confirm that soft constraining not only removes infeasibility prob-
lems in the solution of the optimisation problem at hand but also helps in reaching a
solution faster.
Returning to the example scenario examined in Fig. 6.2, in Fig. 6.4 we see the differ-
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ence in response from the vehicle with the NMPC-PDIP strategy after softening the yaw
rate constraint. While the velocity time histories are similar (Fig. 6.4a), the sideslip angle
for the soft constrained NMPC-PDIP is much closer to the optimal solution (Fig. 6.4b).
The main difference is however found in the yaw rate time histories (Fig. 6.4c) where we
can see that the yaw rate overshot has disappeared in the soft constrained NMPC-PDIP
case, a result also linked to the smoother longitudinal slip inputs from this strategy, as
evidenced in Figs. 6.4d-6.4e.





























































































(d) Rear-left long. slip



















(e) Rear-right long. slip
Figure 6.4: Velocity, sideslip angle, yaw rate and longitudinal slip histories for a step
steering input of 8deg and an initial velocity error of 4m/s for the hard constrained and
the soft constrained NMPC-PDIP strategy.
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6.4 dSPACE Deployment
The soft constrained NMPC-PDIP strategy as presented above was then deployed on a
dSPACE DS1005 board (PowerPC 750GX at 1.00GHz with 128MB global main mem-
ory). The limited processing power of such platform means that it was necessary to limit
the maximum number of iterations that the solver can perform before returning a (sub-
)optimal solution to 25. However, since each iteration takes a fixed time to run, this also
means that we can guarantee that the solver will always return a solution within the given
sampling time.
In order to test the soft-constrained NMPC-PDIP strategy in real-time, we connected
it as in the previous section 6.3 with a simulation model that neglects the fast wheel speed
dynamics (3.2d) and deployed the complete closed-loop control system on the dSPACE
DS1005 board. This involved deploying the source code for the soft constrained NMPC-
PDIP solver and the simulation model as one closed-loop model, along with linking any
additional files needed by the solver. Then, to record the computational times for the
solver the dSPACE Profiler was used: this application runs on the host machine and, by
receiving time-stamped events, can provide information on the timing of a defined task
(such as the time to run the solver per call).
Fig. 6.5 shows the average and maximum computational times when the same se-
ries of case studies as before is performed on the DS1005. We notice that the maximum
computational time across all case studies is around 43ms which corresponds to the set
maximum number of 25 iterations per call of the solver, while the relative increase in com-
putational effort can also be seen in the average times. However, the loss in performance
due to the cap in the maximum number of iterations is less than someone would expect:
as we can see from Fig. 6.6 for a characteristic example of a scenario where the maximum
number of iterations is reached multiple times, the velocity, yaw rate and longitudinal slip
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Max time Avg time
Figure 6.5: Maximum (blue bars) and average (green bars) computational times for the
soft constrained NMPC-PDIP after deployment on the DS1005.
trajectories for the deployed controller remain close to the trajectories obtained from the
desktop machine (where the maximum number of iterations is never reached).
From the above analysis it is obvious that NMPC solutions are in general very de-
manding in terms of required computational power. However, after careful consideration
of the required steps to obtain real-time feasibility like setting a limit on the maximum
number of iterations, it is possible to deploy such solutions on real-time hardware: as we
have seen here, the proposed soft constrained NMPC-PDIP strategy can be successfully
deployed on a rapid prototyping platform with minimal performance loss, even for the
extreme step steering input cases considered so far.
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(d) Rear-left long. slip


















(e) Rear-right long. slip
Figure 6.6: Velocity, sideslip angle, yaw rate and longitudinal slip histories for a step
steering input of 10deg and an initial velocity error of 4m/s for the soft constrained
NMPC-PDIP strategy on the desktop machine and the DS1005.
6.5 Evaluation of the NMPC-PDIP strategy
In order to test the soft constrained NMPC-PDIP strategy (6.5) in CarMaker environment,
we first cascade it with a Sliding Mode Slip Controller in a way similar to the MPCs con-
trol structure from section 5.4.2, with the complete control structure seen in Fig. 6.7. We
also reinstate the two extra inequality constraints (5.8) and (5.16) due to implementation
reasons, the first one restricting the sideslip angle of the vehicle for subjective feel and the
second one considering the electric motor limits in the form of its static torque map.
We can then compare the complete solution in CarMaker environment against a base-
line vehicle with no active control and one that applies a linear MPC controller instead on
problem (6.5) with the same input and state constraints in two limit-handling scenarios:
(i) the U-turn manoeuvre from sections 4.4 and 5.6.1, but this time setting a higher initial
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speed and (ii) an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre according to ISO 3888-2:2011 [23]. The
purpose of the two tests is to show how the velocity regulation combined with the lateral
dynamics control – while respecting the system constraints – from the two MPC strategies
manage to keep the vehicle stable and what are the advantages of using an NMPC strategy















Figure 6.7: NMPC-PDIP control structure.
6.5.1 U-turn Scenario
For the U-turn scenario, we use the driver model in CarMaker to steer the vehicle through
a turn of 40m radius like before in sections 4.4 and 5.6.1. The road is assumed dry
(µmax =1) the entry speed is set at the higher velocity of 85km/h in order to better em-
phasise the difference in response from the three vehicles, while we assume again that no
acceleration or braking commands come from the driver. Note that this time the velocity
error penalty is set higher to qV =500.
As we can see from Fig. 6.8a, this time the uncontrolled vehicle loses control due to
high entry speed and eventually leaves the road. The two MPC strategies on the other
hand keep the vehicle on the road, but with a small difference: looking more closely
especially to the first half of the turn, we can see that the NMPC-PDIP manages a much
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(b) Steering wheel angle






























































































(f) Lin. MPC comp. time























(g) NMPC-PDIP comp. time
Figure 6.8: Comparison of the uncontrolled vehicle (in green), the vehicle with the linear
MPC (in red) and the vehicle with the NMPC-PDIP (in blue) in the U-turn scenario.
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smoother trajectory compared to the linear MPC.
The above observation on the difference between the trajectories of the vehicle with
the NMPC-PDIP strategy against the one with the linear MPC is directly connected to
how the two strategies regulate the state as seen in Fig. 6.8. While the velocity regulation
from the two strategies is, apart from the exit speed, mostly the same (Fig. 6.8c), the
sideslip angle and yaw rate time histories (Figs. 6.8d-6.8e) show oscillations for the linear
MPC strategy due to the simpler linear internal model used in this case which can not
predict as effectively the state violations.
The difference in response between the two strategies is also apparent in the longi-
tudinal slip and torque time histories as found in Fig. 6.9, where we observe excessive
oscillations in the longitudinal slip demands from the linear MPC (Figs. 6.9a-6.9b), es-
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(b) Lin. MPC rear-right
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(c) Lin. MPC torques


















































































Figure 6.9: Longitudinal slip (actual) and torque (requested) time histories for the linear
MPC and the NMPC-PDIP strategies in the U-turn scenario.
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pecially in the case of the less loaded rear left wheel, which also translate into violent
torque commands (Fig. 6.9c). The NMPC-PDIP strategy on the other hand shows much
smoother torque commands and a more efficient longitudinal slip regulation. Note that the
torque limit violations as seen in Figs. 6.9c-6.9f occur due to the fact that the two MPC
strategies are constructed in a way similar to the MPCs strategy from chapter 5, thus
do not directly control the torque on the wheels. However, as already analysed in sec-
tion 5.6.1 for the MPCs stategy, removing them would result in much higher demanded
torques.
Finally, looking at the computational times for the two strategies, the linear MPC
returned an average and a maximum time of 0.42ms and 0.98ms respectively, while for
the NMPC-PDIP the corresponding times were 1.9ms and 3.4ms, which are much lower
than the sampling time of 50ms for the two strategies.
6.5.2 Obstacle Avoidance Scenario
For the obstacle avoidance scenario we use again the driver model available in CarMaker,
but this time to navigate through a double-lane change, as defined by three valleys of cones
according to the specifications of ISO 3888-2:2011 [23] and the given vehicle parameters
(more details on the test specifications can be found in Appendix F). The road is assumed
again dry (µmax = 1), the entry speed is set to 75km/h, while no acceleration or braking
commands come from the driver. Note that the velocity error penalty is again set to
qV =500 as in the U-turn scenario of the previous section.
Fig. 6.10a shows the trajectories for the three vehicles. We can see that the uncon-
trolled vehicle spins out of control towards the end of the manoeuvre, while the two MPC
strategies manage to keep the vehicle stable. However, only the vehicle with the NMPC-
PDIP strategy manages to successfully complete the test since the linear MPC fails to pass
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(f) Lin. MPC comp. time























(g) NMPC-PDIP comp. time
Figure 6.10: Comparison of the uncontrolled vehicle (in green), the vehicle with the linear
MPC (in red) and the vehicle with the NMPC-PDIP (in blue) in the obstacle avoidance
scenario.
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through the last valley of cones without hitting them (Fig. 6.10a).
This slight difference between the trajectories of the two MPC strategies is again re-
lated, as in the U-turn scenario above, to the way they handle the system constraints. As
observed in Fig. 6.10, while the velocity time histories are almost identical between the
linear MPC and the NMPC-PDIP (Fig. 6.10c), the sideslip angle and yaw rate histories
are quite different, with the linear MPC showing higher values and more oscillations in
Figs. 6.10d-6.10e caused again by the simpler linear internal model used in this case.
Looking at Fig. 6.11, excessive oscillations are again observed in the longitudinal
slip time histories from the linear MPC (Figs. 6.11a-6.11b) and violent torque commands
(Fig. 6.11c) which are in strong contrast to the subtle regulation from the NMPC-PDIP
(Figs. 6.11d-6.11d). Note that the torque limit violations (Figs.6.11c and 6.11f) occur
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(c) Lin. MPC torques













































































Figure 6.11: Longitudinal slip (actual) and torque (requested) time histories for the linear
MPC and the NMPC-PDIP strategies in the obstacle avoidance scenario.
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again due to the fact that the two MPC strategies do not directly control the torque on the
wheels.
Finally, for the double-lane change scenario the average and maximum computational
times for the linear MPC were 0.44ms and 0.75ms respectively, while for the NMPC-
PDIP the corresponding times were 2.1ms and 3.3ms, times similar to the ones found for
the U-turn scenario.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented three fast MPC strategies for stabilisation of the vehi-
cle at the limits of handling. The first strategy (simply called ‘linear MPC’) is using a
linear MPC formulation and employs the PDIP method [36] to solve the subsequent QP
problem, the second strategy (called ‘NMPC-RTI’) is using a NMPC formulation and em-
ploys the RTI scheme [35], while the third strategy (called ‘NMPC-PDIP’) is using again
an NMPC formulation but employs the PDIP method instead [36] to solve the resulting
NLP problem.
After comparing the three strategies against each other and against the optimal so-
lution in terms of closed-loop performance and computational cost using hard state and
input constraints in a series of case studies it was shown that while a linear MPC remains
the fastest strategy, it also returns suboptimal solutions that can greatly deviate from the
optimal solution. The NMPC-RTI strategy on the other hand returned excellent perfor-
mance and low computational times for small initial state errors, but quickly encountered
infeasibility issues for larger initial state errors due to the intrinsic methodology of the
RTI scheme, which applies only the first SQP iteration on the NLP problem. The best
method was found to be the NMPC-PDIP which remained consistently close to the opti-
mal solution across the range of the case studies and, after softening the state constraint,
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also showed a substantial decrease in the computational cost.
The importance of using a nonlinear system dynamics representation in the MPC for-
mulation was also confirmed in two limit-handling manoeuvres: a U-turn scenario with
excessive entry speed and a double-lane change in accordance to ISO 3888-2:2011 [23].
While both the NMPC-PDIP and the linear MPC kept the vehicle stable contrary to the un-
controlled vehicle which became unstable in both test scenarios, the NMPC-PDIP strategy
exhibited a better state regulation and much smoother torque commands which resulted
in being the only strategy to successfully complete the ISO 3888-2:2011 test.
Chapter 7
NMPC with State Estimation for
Output Feedback
7.1 Introduction
Up to this point it was assumed that exact measurements of the vehicle state were available
for control. In this chapter we investigate the use of an optimal estimation strategy to
provide the variables of interest. In order to keep the implementation complexity to a
minimum, for the estimation we focus only on the higher vehicle dynamics level, namely
the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate of the vehicle, while we also assume that the
only measurements available come from inexpensive sensors usually fitted on a standard
vehicle, namely an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), the steering wheel angle sensor and
the four wheel speed sensors.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: after reviewing some of the most interesting
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solutions on the subject of vehicle dynamics estimation in the literature and analysing
the relative advantages (and disadvantages) of the different methods proposed so far, we
introduce the nonlinear optimal estimator used in this work and check its performance
under two simulation scenarios:
• The first test validates the derived estimator on a race circuit, whereas the driver
model in CarMaker is used to drive the vehicle around a track. No active control is
assumed to be in place for this test.
• The second test couples the derived estimator with the NMPC-PDIP strategy from
chapter 6 and evaluates the complete solution in the obstacle avoidance scenario
of section 6.5.2 in accordance to ISO 3888-2:2011 [23]. It therefore checks how
the controller performance changes in the presence of uncertainties and noise in the
provided state information.
7.2 Review of KF Strategies for Vehicle Dynamics Esti-
mation
The reason for estimating arises from the fact that typically in a real system not all vari-
ables of interest are easily obtainable: in a vehicle dynamics context for example, while
sensors to directly measure the sideslip angle of the vehicle do exist these are typically
expensive. For this reason, a number of optimal estimation strategies can be found in
the literature ranging from simple Kalman Filters (KF) to Receding Horizon Estimation
(RHE) strategies, with most of them based on the assumption that the only available mea-
surements come from an IMU and/or a Global Positioning System (GPS), each of the
systems with its distinct advantages and disadvantages:
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- The GPS can be used to directly measure variables of interest like the vehicles vector
velocity, but it is usually slow with frequencies ranging from 1 to 10Hz and is sensitive to
surroundings blocking the GPS antenna signal.
- The IMU is usually faster with a frequency of around 100 to 1000Hz and can be
used to indirectly find the variables of interest from the accelerometers measurements,
but these are contaminated with noise and bias.
For these reasons, despite the fact that the GPS and IMU measurements could be
potentially used directly, a large part of the literature is dedicated into using the GPS
and/or IMU measurements in an estimation strategy in either a kinematic or a model-
based form, the term kinematic coming from the fact that in this type of estimation the
model used is based solely on the kinematic relationships between the sensors.
A kinematic Extended KF (EKF) to estimate the vehicles sideslip angle is presented
in [17]. Here the vehicle heading along with the yaw rate gyroscope which is modelled as
a random walk are first found, with the yaw rate as measured from the gyroscope set as
the input of the system. Then, during straight line driving the observation matrix is set to
[1 0] so that the yaw rate gyroscope bias can be found from the GPS course measurement,
while during turning the observation matrix is set to [0 0] in order to estimate the vehicle
heading through integration of the yaw rate gyroscope. Then the sideslip angle can be
found as the difference between the GPS course angle and the estimated vehicle heading.
The proposed solution gives a good match against experimental data but has drawbacks:
apart from the sensor drift and scale factors problems which are inherent to kinematic
methods, the slow GPS and the faster IMU signals need to be also correctly aligned. For
these reasons the authors in [17] also propose a second formulation, which uses a dual
GPS antenna arrangement to completely eliminate heading and synchronization errors by
measuring the vehicle heading from the two GPS antennas and from this directly estimate
the sideslip angle.
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In [19] we find another kinematic EKF strategy to estimate the vehicles sideslip an-
gle, this time using a kinematic model based on the lateral velocity along with the lateral
accelerometer bias as states, the accelerometers as input and the GPS velocity as mea-
surement. Then, in a similar fashion to [17], between GPS measurements the EKF simply
integrates the accelerometer measurements to find the lateral vehicle velocity and when
the GPS signal becomes available again the velocity measurements are used to estimate
the accelerometer bias. The vehicles sideslip angle can then be found as the inverse tan-
gent of the lateral to longitudinal velocity fraction. Another interesting point in [19] is the
short study on the GPS latency due to the low sampling time and the extra time needed
to process and transmit the receiver data, and how this needs to be accounted for in the
estimator. Experimental results show that indeed the integration of GPS with IMU mea-
surements gives a better estimation of the sideslip angle, with less noise and no drifting.
The importance of pitch and roll compensation in the estimation of the vehicle dynam-
ics is investigated in [64], where the work presented in [17, 19] is extended by including
the estimation of the longitudinal velocity of the vehicle along with extra terms for the
effect of pitch and roll in the kinematic EKF formulation from [19]. A separate estima-
tion strategy is then used to find the roll of the vehicle using a kinematic EKF which is
similarly structured to the yaw angle EKF from [17]. Experimental results on a graded
road show that accounting for the road grade and the vehicle roll has a positive impact in
both the longitudinal velocity and sideslip angle estimation under such conditions. The
effect of the total roll angle (suspension movement plus road bank angle) on the vehicle
is further examined in [18]. Here a kinematic EKF is constructed to estimate the lateral
and roll dynamics of the vehicle using a dual-antenna GPS configuration mounted later-
ally, along with IMU measurements like before. Experimental results against a kinematic
EKF using a single GPS antenna to estimate the lateral vehicle dynamics only show that,
while the effects of the roll of the vehicle are somewhat taken into account in the lateral
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accelerometer bias in the single GPS antenna case, the advantages of using the two GPS
antennas configuration to estimate the vehicle roll are apparent with better sideslip angle
and tyre slip angles estimation.
One of the earliest examples of a model-based estimator can be found in the two papers
from Ray [116,117], which present an Extended Kalman-Bucy Filter (EKBF) to estimate
the tyre forces use a single and a two track vehicle model. In order to avoid reliance on
knowledge of the tyre/road road coefficient, the vehicle model is augmented by the tyre
forces in the state vector modelled as random walks. Then an EKBF is constructed to
estimate the tyre forces using the wheel steering angle and the brake torques as inputs and
the IMU measurements as output. A tyre/road friction coefficient estimation strategy is
also presented in [117]: after constructing a nominal tyre model from estimated vehicle
state data, µmax is found recursively by statistically comparing the forces estimated by the
EKBF to those that result from the tyre force model for a particular µmax. Experimental
results using field test data and a sampling time of 10 to 30ms for the EKBF show good
tyre forces estimation and that the effectiveness of tyre/road friction coefficient estimation
depends on the magnitude of the estimated tyre forces since small tyre forces are nearly
independent of µmax.
A range of model-based KFs for estimation of the vehicle dynamics is proposed in
[92]. Here a KF, an EKF and an adaptive EKF are presented, all based on a modified
bicycle model that includes roll dynamics and has the wheel steering angle and the wheel
speeds as inputs, with the adaptive EKF also including the tyre stiffness in the state vector.
The authors also assume that the measurement and process noises affect each other by
setting the cross-correlation matrix to non-zero. High fidelity simulation results with
no longitudinal acceleration show that inclusion of the cross-correlation matrix improves
slightly the estimation in the higher frequencies and that the adaptive EKF strategy is
the most promising. However, as the authors themselves mention, the greater source of
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discrepancy is the oversimplification of the tyre behaviour in the estimator model.
A closer study on the choice of the tyre model in the performance of a model-based
estimator can be found in [9]. Here an EKF is constructed using a single track vehicle
model which ignores the longitudinal vehicle (and tyre) dynamics combined with either
a linear tyre model, the Burckhardt model, the MF or a linear adaptive tyre model that
employs a local linearisation of the tyre curve on each time step. From the high fidelity
simulation results we can see that the solution that employs the linear tyre model fails to
track both the sideslip angle and the lateral tyre forces for higher speeds on a slippery
road and that the best overall results are achieved when the adaptive tyre model is used.
However, all proposed solutions fail when the vehicle brakes are applied: this is expected
since the zero longitudinal dynamics assumption is not valid anymore. Experimental
results on the other hand are similar for all tyre models used, with only the solution that
employs the linear tyre model showing big deviations from the true sideslip angle value.
A comparison of a model-based EKF and a model-based UKF for vehicle dynamics
estimation can be found in [38]. Both strategies use a four-wheel vehicle model com-
bined with a Dugoff tyre model to estimate the lateral tyre forces and the sideslip angle
of the vehicle. An interesting point in the vehicle model formulation is the use of the
vertical forces of the tyres as inputs: these are estimated separately by an EKF employ-
ing suspension sensors that measure the distance between the individual wheels and the
car body [37]. A comparison of the two estimation strategies on an experimental vehi-
cle equipped with suspension sensors and wheel transducers to measure tyre forces and
wheel torques shows that the UKF shows superior performance when the vehicle is op-
erating close to the limits of handling which, according to the authors, is due to the large
linearisation errors in the EKF under such conditions.
Another example from the literature that examines the difference between a model-
based EKF and a model-based UKF is presented in [5]. In contrast to [38], the necessary
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vertical tyre forces are not assumed known and a quasi-static model is used instead to
calculate them as functions of the vehicle states and the wheel steering angle input. Then
the two optimal estimation strategies are constructed using a two-track vehicle model with
a simplified MF, which is also augmented with the tyre/road friction coefficient as one of
the states (modelled as a random walk), with the complete vehicle model discretised using
a truncated Lie-Taylor series. Simulation results show that the UKF outperforms the EKF
when larger sampling times are used and at lower vehicle speeds due again to linearisation
errors. Experimental results using the UKF only show that the proposed solution can
successfully estimate the longitudinal and lateral behaviour of the vehicle under different
scenarios but also that estimation of the slow varying tyre/road friction coefficient as part
of a model-based optimal estimation strategy can be problematic, especially under steady-
state conditions.
In [150] we find a model-based MHE strategy for estimation of the vehicle dynamics
and the tyre/road friction coefficient. A spatial vehicle dynamics model is combined with
with the MF to construct the estimation strategy assuming that the vehicle is equipped
with not only an IMU unit but also a GPS and vertical tyre force sensors on the suspen-
sion. The resulting optimisation problem is then solved using the RTI scheme as already
introduced in chapter 6, and combined with the NMPC strategy for an autonomous vehi-
cle application from [47]. Simulation results using an obstacle avoidance show that the
proposed MHE strategy can successfully estimate the vehicle state and position while re-
maining real-time feasible but also that observability of the tyre/road friction coefficient
is lost when no tyre slip occurs, i.e. no torque and steering is applied on the wheels.
From the above we can conclude that:
1. Kinematic-based estimation methods are robust against vehicle parameters uncer-
tainties and changes in the road condition. However, they usually need both IMU
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and GPS measurements, are sensitive to sensor bias and errors due to exogenous
factors like road bank and inclination angles.
2. Model-based estimation methods are robust against sensor errors and can rely on
readily available IMU and Controller Area Network (CAN) bus signals only, but
are sensitive to vehicle and especially tyre modelling errors and are dependent on
good knowledge of the road condition.
For these reasons, estimation strategies that combine the kinematic and the model-
based methods have been also proposed in the literature. An early example of this can be
found in [139,141] which present the attempts of Bosch on the matter, as part of the ESP’s
continuous development. Here a switching strategy between a kinematic and a model-
based sideslip angle estimator is employed: during full braking or heavy cornering (where
the assumption of zero pitch and roll used in the kinematic observer are not valid) the
model-based method is used whereas during free rolling (where the lateral tyre forces are
hard to estimate) the kinematic observer is used instead. While the reasoning behind the
switching strategy is sound, no results on the estimation accuracy are presented in [139].
An algorithm that instead of a switching strategy like in [139] employs a combina-
tion of a model-based strategy with a kinematic strategy to estimate the sideslip angle
is presented in [108]. The model-based estimator is based on a simplified lateral dy-
namics equation which also includes roll dynamics to find sideslip angle directly from
the lateral accelerometer and wheel steering input measurements, while the kinematic es-
timator uses an integrator to derive the sideslip angle from the kinematic equation for
lateral acceleration. Then the two estimations are combined using a low-high pass filter:
at low frequencies (which represent close to steady-state manoeuvres) the model-based
estimation is mainly used while at higher frequencies (which represent transient manoeu-
vres) the kinematic estimation dominates instead. Experimental results on high and low
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friction surfaces showcase the distinct advantages and disadvantages of each method as
already analysed above, with the model-based method following the general trend of the
true sideslip angle value well but exhibiting errors due to modelling mismatch, while
the kinematic-based method showing significant drift due to the bias error. On the other
hand, the proposed algorithm seemed to correct these problems by effectively combining
the two methods.
7.3 State Estimation Strategy
In this section, an UKF is formulated to estimate the variables of interest, namely the
velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate of the vehicle. Lets assume we have the continuous-
time nonlinear system
x˙ = fc(x,u)+w, (7.1a)
y = gc(x,u)+ v, (7.1b)
where x ∈Rn is the state vector, u∈Rm the input vector, y∈Rp the output vector, and the
process and measurement noises w ∈ Rn, v ∈ Rp are white Gaussian uncorrelated noises
with covariance matrices Qe and Re respectively. Then, the set of (2n+1) sigma points is
x(0) = ξ ,





, i = 1, ...,n,





, i = n+1, ...,2n,
where ξ and L are the initial mean value and covariance of x, which in matrix form is [124]
X = [ξ ... ξ ]+√n+λ[0n×1 √L −√L].
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n+λ +(1−α2e +βe) ,
W (mean)i =
1
2(n+λ ) , i = 1, ...,2n,
W (cov)i =
1
2(n+λ ) , i = 1, ...,2n,
where λ = α2e (n+κe)−n is a scaling parameter with αe, βe and κe as tuning parameters.
Then, assuming also that the input u remains constant for the duration of the sampling
time Te, the two steps for the UKF are [124]:
• Time update: The predicted state and measurement means ξ−k and ξ yk are obtained
by propagating the sigma points through the process model (7.2):











X̂k = f (Xk−1,uk−1),
ξ−k = X̂kwm,
Y−k = g(X̂k,uk−1),
ξ yk = Y−k wm,








Then the predicted covariance, along with the measurement and cross-covariance




















where Rk = Re/Te [46] and the matrix Wk is defined as
Wk =
(










I− [wm ... wm]
)T
.








ξk = ξ−k +Kk(yk−ξ yk ),
Lk = L−k −KkLykKTk .
For constructing the UKF, a slightly modified version of the four-wheel vehicle model
(3.2) is used: in order to keep the model complexity to a minimum we set the state vector
according to the variables of interest, namely the vehicle’s velocity, sideslip angle and
yaw rate. Assuming that the only available measurements are the longitudinal and lateral
acceleration of the vehicle, along with the yaw rate from the IMU unit 1, the wheel speeds
and the steering wheel angle from the respective sensors on the wheels and the steering
column (measurements commonly found in a production car), we set the input vector to
1positioned at a longitudinal and vertical distance of 1.306m and 0.015m respectively from the rear track
and with a zero lateral offset
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[δ ωi j]T and the output vector to [ax ay ψ˙]T . In summary, the continuous-time vehicle
model used in the UKF is
x˙ = fc(x,u)+w,
y = gc(x,u)+ v,















Note that by using the wheel speeds as inputs to the estimation model instead of the
wheel torques, not only we get a compact formulation for the estimator that allows for
faster computations but one that also avoids the requirement for accurate wheel torque
measurements. The measurement noise covariance matrix Re was set according to the
noise levels found on typical automotive grade sensors (Table 7.1) while the process noise
covariance matrix Qe which represents parameter uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics
was found through extensive simulation studies. Finally, the sampling time is chosen at
Te =5ms, while for the prediction step one step of the explicit Runge-Kutta 4th order
integration method is used, the latter giving an excellent approximation of the continuous
dynamics for our system at the chosen sampling time.
ax ay ψ˙ δ ωi j
Mean 0 0 0 0 0
Variance 3 ·10−3 6 ·10−3 5 ·10−6 2 ·10−6 5.7 ·10−2
Table 7.1: Noise mean and variance values per signal.
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7.4 Evaluation of the Estimation Strategy
In this section, we test the above derived estimator in two scenarios, the first one evalu-
ating the UKF when the vehicle is driven around a track without using active control and
the second one checking the performance of the complete system, where the UKF is com-
bined with the NMPC-PDIP strategy from chapter 6 in an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre
according to ISO 3888-2:2011 [23].
7.4.1 Race Circuit Driving Scenario
In the first scenario the driver model in CarMaker is used to drive the vehicle around the
Motodrom section of the Hockenheim race circuit, as available in CarMaker (more details
on the track can be found in Appendix F). It is assumed at this point that no active control
is in place: the acceleration commands from the driver are translated into a total torque
demand which is then split equally between the rear left and rear right electric motors,
while the deceleration commands are fulfilled using the four brakes on the four wheels
through a standard hydraulic brake system.
Figs. 7.1a-7.1c show how the state estimation from the UKF compares against the
true values as obtained by CarMaker. The results are excellent, with only the sideslip
angle estimation (Fig. 7.1b) showing some small deviation from the true value. Note that
the large spike in the beginning of the sideslip angle estimation (Fig. 7.1b) is the direct
result of initialising the estimator far away from the true value, with the initial estimated
velocity value set to 5m/s however the UKF quickly converges to the true state values
which shows that it is also robust to initialization errors. Finally, from Fig. 7.2 we can see
that the computational time for the UKF remains around 0.2ms for the duration of this
scenario and never exceeds the 1ms.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of the true value (in blue) and the estimated one (in red) for the
velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate of the vehicle in the race circuit driving scenario.
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Figure 7.2: Computational time for the UKF in the race circuit driving scenario.
7.4.2 Obstacle Avoidance Scenario
For the obstacle avoidance scenario we return to the double-lane change – as defined by
the ISO 3888-2:2011 [23] – of section 6.5.2 and test the complete solution by combining
the NMPC-PDIP strategy from the beginning of section 6.5 with the UKF as presented in
this chapter. In order to properly quantify the effect of using an estimator in the controller
performance, we compare the response of the vehicle with the complete solution against
a vehicle that uses the NMPC-PDIP strategy but assumes that the true state values are
available instead. Note that the road is assumed again dry (µmax = 1), the entry speed is
set to 75km/h, while no acceleration or braking commands come from the driver. Note
that the velocity error weight is set to qV =500 as before in chapter 6.
Figs. 7.3a-7.3b show the trajectory of the vehicle using the NMPC-PDIP in blue and
the vehicle using the NMPC-PDIP with the UKF in red. Application of the UKF for
estimation of the vehicle states seems to have a small effect on the trajectory of the vehicle,
with only a slight deviation towards the end of the manoeuvre where the vehicle using the
UKF comes closer to the right-hand side cones. Looking at Figs 7.3d-7.3f, we can see
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(b) NMPC-PDIP with UKF trajectory


























(c) Steering wheel angle









































NMPC−PDIP with UKF constr.
(e) Sideslip angle



















NMPC−PDIP with UKF constr.
(f) Yaw rate






















(g) NMPC-PDIP comp. time





















NMPC−PDIP with UKF samp. time
(h) NMPC-PDIP UKF
comp. time
Figure 7.3: Comparison of the vehicle using the estimated state from the UKF (in red)
and the vehicle using the true state values (in blue) in the obstacle avoidance scenario.
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that the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate response of the two vehicles is similar, with
only noticeable difference the larger velocity for the vehicle with the UKF. Finally, using
the UKF to provide the state information seems to have no effect on the computational
time of the NMPC-PDIP strategy, as seen in Figs 7.3g-7.3h.
In Figs. 7.6a-7.4f we see the (actual) longitudinal slip and the (commanded) torque on
the two rear wheels for the two vehicles. The most noticeable difference from application
of the UKF is the introduction of high frequency noise into the system. This is particularly
apparent in the case of the commanded torques on the wheels from the low level Sliding
Mode Slip Controller (Fig. 7.4f), which in turn introduces the high frequency noise on
the longitudinal slip as evidenced in Figs. 7.4d-7.4e. It is important to note at this point



























































































































































Figure 7.4: Longitudinal slip (actual) and torque (requested) time histories for the vehicle
using the estimated state from the UKF and the vehicle using the true state values in the
obstacle avoidance scenario.
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that according to its definition (5.18) the Sliding Mode Slip Controller requires estimates
of the longitudinal slips and forces along with the longitudinal velocity rates on the rear
tyres: using the available measurements on the steering angle and wheel speeds along with
the estimated velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate values from the UKF, the longitudinal
slips and forces on the tyres can be found using definitions (3.3) and (3.10), while the
longitudinal velocity rates ˙VRLx and ˙VRRx can be found by differentiating the VRLx and
VRRx expressions from section 3.2.1:
VRLx =V cosβ − ψ˙ℓRL sinγRL
VRRx =V cosβ + ψ˙ℓRR sinγRR

˙VRLx = ˙V cosβ −V ˙β sinβ − ψ¨ℓRL sinγRL
˙VRRx = ˙V cosβ −V ˙β sinβ + ψ¨ℓRR sinγRR
Looking past the noise contamination on Figs. 7.4d-7.4f, using the UKF does not af-
fect the general response of the vehicle on the tyre level and the time histories look similar,
with the main difference found on the smaller negative torque peaks of Fig.7.4f. These
are directly related to the smaller rear-left and rear-right longitudinal slip peaks at 2-2.5s
and 1-1.5s respectively (Figs. 7.4d-7.4e) and consequently result to the smaller reduction
in the vehicle velocity throughout the manoeuvre as already evidenced in Fig. 7.3d.
The high frequency noise observed in the commanded torques from the Sliding Mode
Slip Controller in Figs. 7.4d-7.4f is not related to the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate
estimation from the UKF: as we can see from Figs. 7.5a-7.5c the state estimation values
from the UKF remain close to the true values and show no high frequency oscillations.
Looking at the longitudinal slip estimation on the rear wheels in Figs 7.6a-7.6b however,
we can immediately observe that the estimated values exhibit a high frequency noise
similar to the one we first encountered in Figs. 7.4d-7.4f. It turns out that setting the wheel
speeds as the input to the UKF internal model, passes the high frequency wheel speed
sensor noise directly into the longitudinal slip calculation (3.3), a problem that could
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(d) UKF comp. time
Figure 7.5: Comparison of the true value (in blue) and the estimated one (in red) for the
velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate of the vehicle along with the computational time for
the UKF in the obstacle avoidance scenario.
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(a) Rear-left long. slip















(b) Rear-right long. slip



















(c) Rear-left vertical force



















(d) Rear-right vertical force

















(e) Rear-left long. force

















(f) Rear-right long. force






































Figure 7.6: Comparison of the true value (in blue) and the estimated one (in red) for the
longitudinal slips, vertical and longitudinal forces and longitudinal velocity rates on the
rear-left and rear-right tyres in the obstacle avoidance scenario.
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be possibly reduced by separately filtering the wheel speed sensors’ signals using for
example a low-pass frequency filter but at the expense of added delay into the calculation.
The noisy longitudinal slip estimates result in noisy longitudinal force estimates (Figs.
7.6e-7.6f) and ultimately to noisy torque commands from the Sliding Mode Slip Con-
troller, as originally seen in Fig. 7.4f. Note that the estimation errors observed at around
2-2.5s for the rear-left longitudinal force and 1-1.5s for the rear-right longitudinal force
are due to underestimation of the rear-left and rear-right vertical forces at this point
(Figs. 7.6c-7.6d), something that is connected to the fact that we have not integrated
any suspension dynamics to the internal model for the UKF. Finally the estimation of
longitudinal velocity rates as required by the Sliding Mode Slip Controller and seen in
Figs. 7.6g-7.6h is accurate but again noisy.
From the above analysis we can see that using an UKF in the obstacle avoidance
scenario results in degradation of the overall performance of the vehicle, which is mostly
related to the low level Sliding Mode Slip Controller requiring accurate longitudinal force
estimates: the use of the unfiltered wheel speed sensor signals in the longitudinal slip
calculation and the omission of the suspension dynamics from the internal model for the
UKF had a negative effect on the longitudinal forces estimation. However, it is important
to note that the performance degradation is small and the vehicle using the NMPC-PDIP
strategy with the UKF still manages to pass the obstacle avoidance test successfully.
7.5 Summary
A nonlinear optimal estimator for estimating the vehicle dynamics was presented in this
chapter. The use of a small internal model for the UKF which also assumed that the
only measurements available come from inexpensive sensors usually fitted on a standard
vehicle resulted in a compact formulation that did not depend on accurate wheel torque
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measurements.
Simulation tests on a track without any active control in place showed that the derived
UKF can estimate the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate of the vehicle fast and effec-
tively. A second simulation test coupling the UKF with the NMPC-PDIP strategy from
the previous chapter in the obstacle avoidance scenario from section 6.5.2 showed that
use of the UKF to provide the state information to the controller resulted in only a small
change in the overall performance, with the vehicle equipped with the complete solution




This project presented the application of optimal control strategies for stabilisation of an
RWD EV at the limits of handling using combined longitudinal and lateral dynamics con-
trol. While the necessity to regulate the vehicle velocity especially in cases of terminal
understeer behaviour has been shown before, to the best of the author’s knowledge all
solutions so far presented do not consider nonlinear tyre characteristics and coupled lon-
gitudinal and lateral vehicle dynamics and tyre forces: this simplifies the problem but
ultimately asks for more tuning effort. Furthermore, all the developed optimal controllers
are implementable in real-time. To this end, computational times on a standard desk-
top machine (i7-2600k at 3.40GHz with 16GB of memory) were reported throughout the
work presented, while the final solution was also deployed on a dSPACE DS1005 board
(PowerPC 750GX at 1.00GHz with 128MB of memory).
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After reviewing the most important contributions in the active control of the vehicle
dynamics with a particular focus on the limit handling solutions, the four-wheel vehicle
model and the nonlinear tyre model used in the control design and the reference generation
was presented. Use of the nonlinear vehicle model ensures that the computed references,
which are specific to the given drivetrain topology, are always feasible.
Use of an unconstrained optimal control strategy in the form of an LQR showed that
terminal understeer can be eliminated by appropriately controlling both the longitudinal
and lateral vehicle dynamics so that the driver’s intended path is followed. However,
it also showed that accounting for the system constraints is important in limit handling
conditions.
The importance of constraining both the vehicle state and the control inputs in limit
handling cases has been demonstrated through the development and application of two
linear MPC strategies. The use of a smaller vehicle model by disregarding the fast wheel
speed dynamics has been explored, with results showing that excluding them results not
only in a smaller optimization problem that is easier to solve, but also allows for relaxed
sampling times. A systematic way was then used to define the tuning parameters for the
two MPC strategies, with the prediction and control horizon, along with the sampling time
all chosen through an analysis of the relative trade-off in closed-loop performance and
computational cost. Testing the two MPC strategies under two different test scenarios, one
using a U-turn and another one an obstacle avoidance manoeuvre showed that the vehicle
can be successfully stabilised in critical conditions by regulating both the longitudinal and
lateral dynamics of the vehicle while respecting the state and input constraints in order to
follow the intended path from the driver.
The use of an NMPC formulation have been presented next, along with the use of a
specialised solver to dramatically reduce the computational cost of the QP problem used
in the linear MPC case as presented before. Comparing the strategies against the optimal
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solution in terms of closed-loop performance and computational cost in a series of case
studies has revealed that while the linear MPC remains the fastest strategy it also returns
suboptimal solutions that can greatly deviate from the optimal solution. Deployment of
the NMPC strategy on a dSPACE board has also showed that the final solution can be
potentially tested on a real vehicle with minimal performance penalty. The importance
of using a nonlinear system dynamics representation as found in an NMPC strategy was
also confirmed in two limit handling manoeuvres: using a U-turn scenario with excessive
entry speed and a obstacle avoidance manoeuvre like before it was shown that the NMPC
strategy achieves a better state regulation while also commanding smoother torque inputs.
Lastly, the effect of noise and uncertainties in the state information provided to the
NMPC strategy has been examined. For this, an UKF for estimating the dynamics of the
vehicle has been developed, assuming that the only measurements available come from
inexpensive sensors usually fitted on a standard vehicle. After validating the proposed
estimation strategy on a test track without any active control in place, coupling it with the
NMPC strategy in the obstacle avoidance scenario showed that the complete solution can
still successfully stabilise the vehicle in an optimal way.
8.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis can be extended in the near future to:
• Test the proposed strategies in Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulation and on a
test vehicle: when developing the optimal control strategies, real-time applicability
was always one of the main concerns. For this reason computational times were
always recorded as to make sure that the proposed solutions can be implemented
in real-time, while an estimation strategy was also used to check how noise and
uncertainties in the provided state information can affect the controller’s response.
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However, it would be interesting to see how the most promising of the proposed
optimal control strategies perform on a real system where problems such as CAN
delays can have a deteriorating effect on the controller’s performance.
• Explore different low level slip control solutions: the Sliding Mode Slip Controller
used in the MPC and NMPC strategies has provided a good, fast response to chang-
ing longitudinal slip targets. However, it requires information about not only the
vehicle velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate but also the longitudinal tyre forces and
the longitudinal velocity rates on the rear wheels, which makes its application on a
real vehicle rather difficult. Initial investigations on a low level slip control strategy
using the NMPC framework have revealed that indeed a simpler low level slip con-
trol strategy which requires only information on the vehicle velocity, sideslip angle
and yaw rate along with the wheel speeds can be devised.
• Examine different drivetrain topologies: the developed optimal control strategies
applied an RWD EV can be easily compared against similar solutions on different
drivetrain topologies like the ones found on an FWD or an AWD vehicle. Especially
in the case of an AWD vehicle which results in an inherently overactuated system,
the inclusion of secondary objectives in the cost function would also allow to take
into account other performance criteria like energy consumption or electric motor
degradation, with initial investigations on the subject using a simple LQR strategy
showing promising results [73].
• Integrate with a brake-by-wire system: control of the individual wheel brake torques
through a brake-by-wire system would greatly enhance the authority of the pro-
posed strategies, which currently rely on the two electric motors on the rear axle of
the vehicle to control both its longitudinal and lateral dynamics. While that would
demand for a blending strategy between the friction brake torque and the electric
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motor torque on each of the rear wheels, initial investigations on the subject using
the NMPC framework [14] have shown that this can be achieved in an optimal way.
• Introduce acceleration/deceleration commands from the driver: this project exam-
ined how the vehicle can be optimally stabilised in limits handling cases, assuming
that the driver provides the intended vehicle path through the steering wheel but
does not use the acceleration or brake pedals. It would be therefore interesting to
examine how the proposed solutions can be extended to take into account such com-
mands from the driver: the resulting solution would operate in both sub-limit and
limit handling conditions by continuously providing the necessary torques on the
wheels based on all the inputs from the driver while making sure that the vehicle
always remains stable.
• Include estimation of the tyre/road friction coefficient: while an UKF was devel-
oped in this project to provide the variables of interest as part of the controller’s
validation, information on the tyre/road friction coefficient was assumed known.
An initial analysis on this topic by incorporating estimation of µmax to the devel-
oped UKF have produced results similar to the ones found in the literature [5,150],
with estimation of µmax quickly deviating from its true value when the system is not
excited. Possible solutions to this would be to use a switching strategy that would
apply estimation of µmax only when the system is excited enough or use a con-
strained optimal estimator which would limit the value of µmax in the range of its
possible values. No matter the approach chosen, it is important to address how the
necessary information of the road condition can be provided if any of the proposed
strategies is to be tested on a real vehicle.
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Appendix A
Vehicle and Tyre Parameters
The vehicle considered in this work is a small electric sports car with two independent
electric motors on the rear axle, each motor able to deliver a continuous power of 75kW
and having a speed-torque characteristic curve as seen in Fig. A.1. A list of the vehicle
and tyre parameters for both the CarMaker model and the simplified vehicle model found
in chapter 3 and used for the controllers’ synthesis in this work can be found in Table A.1.
Note that in the case of the CarMaker model, a full MF5.2 tyre model of a Bridgestone
Potenza RE50A 205/45R17 tyre has been used.
A comparison of the tyre curves under pure longitudinal and lateral slip at the nominal
tyre load of 5500N for the tyre model used in CarMaker and the simplified MF used
in this work is shown in Fig. A.2: it can been seen that the simplified MF is a good
approximation of the tyre’s force generation in the longitudinal and lateral directions. In
the same Fig. A.2 we can also see that the maximum normalised force is achieved at a
slip value of around 0.15.
A comparison of the simplified vehicle model as introduced in chapter 3 with the high
fidelity CarMaker model can be seen in Fig. A.3, where the vehicle is initially moving
straight with a velocity of 16m/s and a steering wheel input of 90deg (corresponding
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
m (kg) 1137 kF (N/m) 48300
Ix (kgm2) 191 kR (N/m) 48300
Iy (kgm2) 1058 cF (Ns/m) 3000
Iz (kgm2) 1174 cR (Ns/m) 3000
ℓveh (m) 4.15 kaF (Nm/rad) 777
wveh (m) 1.623 kaR (Nm/rad) 0
hveh (m) 1.226 mw (kg) 14
δratio 0.787 Iw (kgm2) 1.04
wL (m) 2.5 Rw (m) 0.298
wR (m) 1.374 BMF 11.24
ℓF (m) 1.187 CMF 1.45
ℓR (m) 1.313 DMF 1
h (m) 0.317 caero 0.27
Table A.1: Vehicle and tyre parameters.
to around 5.6deg on the front wheels) is applied at t =3s after a transitional time of 1s
(Fig. A.3a). Note that the initial vehicle velocity corresponds to the maximum feasible
velocity for the chosen steering angle according to the analysis of section 3.3. Fig. A.3b
shows the difference in the vehicle velocity between the simplified and the CarMaker
vehicle model (in the case of the CarMaker model the initial vehicle velocity is adjusted
so that it is approximately equal to the simplified vehicle model velocity at t =3s): the
slower velocity drop in the case of the simplified vehicle model can be attributed to the
absence of resistive forces such as the aerodynamic force and tyre rolling resistances from
this model. Figs. A.3c-A.3d show that the sideslip angle and yaw rate time histories for
the simplified and the Carmaker model. While the general pattern for both the sideslip
angle and the yaw rate is similar between the two models, the simplified vehicle model
exhibits slightly larger values (maximum difference from the CarMaker model of 0.44deg
and 3.17deg/s respectively), which can be connected to the slower velocity drop for this
model. From the above analysis, the simplified vehicle model of chapter 3 is deemed
appropriate for designing the controllers presented in this project.
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Figure A.1: Static torque map of YASA-750 motor.





















Carmaker tyre model: pure long. slip
Carmaker tyre model: pure lat. slip
Simplified MF
Figure A.2: CarMaker’s tyre model versus simplified MF.
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(a) Steering wheel angle




































































Figure A.3: CarMaker model versus simplified vehicle model.
Appendix B












Figure B.1: DYC structure.
The Direct Yaw Control strategy used in the U-turn scenario of section 4.4 is detailed
here. As we can see from Fig. B.1, the DYC takes the error between the actual vehicle
yaw rate and the requested yaw rate from the driver through the steering angle and tries
to correct it by applying a torque of equal magnitude and opposite sign on the two rear
wheels.
The yaw rate reference ψ˙re f is set under steady state cornering conditions as a function
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where Rkin has been replaced by ℓF+ℓRδ according to (3.12), assuming δ is small enough
so that the small angle approximation assumption is valid.
The reference yaw rate is saturated according to the available tyre/road friction coef-
ficient µmax, in the same way to (5.7):
|ψ˙re f | ≤ µmax gV . (B.2)
Combining Equations (B.1) and (B.2) it follows that the saturated reference yaw rate
can be defined as:
̂˙ψre f =





sign(ψ˙re f ), if |ψ˙re f |> µmax gV
(B.3)
where the multiplication with sign(ψ˙re f ) accounts for a negative steering input (right turn)
on the vehicle.
Having obtained the desired yaw rate reference, the necessary Mz request is then cal-
culated using a gain scheduled PID, where the proportional, integral and derivative gains
are set as functions of the current velocity. Finally the Mz request is converted into a





The above dT request is limited according to the motor map limits (Fig. A.1) to give the
saturated value dTsat to be applied on the two electric motors on the rear axle.
Appendix C
Linear MPC in Dense Form
For the nonlinear continuous-time dynamical system
x˙ = fc(x,u), (C.1)
we can linearise about the equilibrium point (xss,uss) to get
x˙ = Ax+Bu− (Axss +Buss), (C.2)
with (Axss +Buss) a constant which can be treated as a disturbance. Assuming also that
the input is modelled as a zero-order hold, discretising the above affine system gives [46]
xk+1 = Adxk +Bduk + c, (C.3)
with
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Then the general linear MPC problem with prediction horizon N is
min
x,u





(xk− r)T Qd (xk− r)
+(uk− l)T Rd (uk− l)+2(xk− r)T Md (uk− l)
]
, (C.4a)
subject to x0 = xin, (C.4b)
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + c, k = 0,1, ...,N−1, (C.4c)
ulk ≤ uk ≤ uhk, k = 0,1, ...,N−1, (C.4d)
xlk ≤ xk ≤ xhk , k = 1,2, ...,N, (C.4e)
where (C.4a) is the cost to minimise with r and l the state and input references respec-
tively, (C.4b) sets the initial state x0 equal to the current one, (C.4c) are the affine discrete
system dynamics and (C.4d)-(C.4e) are the state and input inequality constraints. The
positive (semi-)definite matrix Qd and positive definite matrix Rd are the weighting ma-
trices on the state error and control effort respectively, and the positive definite matrix Md
is the cross-weighting matrix. A terminal penalty (xN − r)T Sd(xN − r) is also included,
with the matrix Sd selected as the solution of the DARE
Sd = AT SdA+Qd(BT SdA+MTd )T (Rd +BT SdB)−1(BT SdA+MTd ).
For the dense MPC formulation the system dynamics (C.4c) are used to eliminate the state
from both the cost function (C.4a) and the inequality constraints (C.4d)-(C.4e) [93, 128].
This results in an optimization problem with only the input sequence as the optimization
variable, but also one that involves computing powers of the state matrix A, hence the
possibility of an ill-conditioned problem when a long prediction horizon is used [93].
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Expressing the discrete system dynamics (C.4c) in terms of the initial state xin:
x¯ = Φxin +Γu¯+Kc, (C.5)
where






















B 0 ... 0
AB B ... 0
. . ... .
. . ... .








AN−1 + ...+ I

. (C.7)
We can then use (C.5) to eliminate the state entries from both the cost function (C.4a)
and the inequality constraints (C.4d)-(C.4e), as detailed in the subsequent sections.
C.1 Inequality Constraints





















, i = 0,1, ...,N,
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which can be also compactly written as
Wixi +Eiui ≤ di, i = 0,1, ...,N.
Introducing the slack variable ε ∈ R+ on the state inequality constraints gives
Wixi +Eiui +Wεiε ≤ di, i = 0,1, ...,N,
with Wεi =
[
0 0 −11×n −11×n]T .
Then, using (C.6) and (C.4b) the above set of inequalities becomes




0 0 ... 0
W1 0 ... 0
0 W2 ... 0
. . ... .




E0 0 ... 0
0 E1 ... 0
. . ... .
0 0 ... EN−1











and d = [(d0−W0xin) d1 ... dN ]T , and replacing x¯ according to (C.5) we get
(WΓ+E)u¯+Wε ε ≤ d−W Φxin−W Kc. (C.10)
Finally, since the slack variable ε needs to be always greater than or equal to zero, the
above matrix equality becomes









 , g(xin) =




For r¯ = [r ... r]T , ¯l = [l ... l]T , and x¯, u¯ according to (C.6), the cost to minimise is equal to
J(x¯, u¯) = xinT Qdxin− xinT (Qd −QTd )r+ rT Qdr+2(xin− r)T Mu0
+ x¯T Ωx¯− x¯T (Ω+ΩT )r¯+ r¯T Ωr¯+ u¯T Ψu¯− u¯T (Ψ+ΨT ) ¯l
+ ¯lT Ψ¯l−2(xin− r)Ml0 +2x¯T Πu¯−2r¯T Πu¯−2x¯T Π ¯l+2r¯T Π ¯l, (C.12)
where x0 has been replaced by xin according to (5.4b) and [128]
Ω =

Qd 0 ... 0
0 Qd ... 0
. . ... .




R 0 ... 0
0 R ... 0
. . ... .




0 M 0 ... 0
0 0 M ... 0
. . . ... .
0 0 0 ... M
0 0 0 ... 0

.
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u¯T Hu¯+ u¯T Dxin +b(xin), (C.13)
where
H = 2(Ψ+ΓT ΩΓ+2ΠT Γ),
D = 2M(xin− r)+ [ΓT (Ω+ΩT )+2ΠT ]Φxin− [ΓT (Ω+ΩT )+2ΠT ]r¯
− [(Ψ+ΨT )+2ΓT Π] ¯l+[ΓT (Ω+ΩT )+2ΠT ]Kc,
with M = [M 0 ... 0] and b(xin) a constant term throughout the horizon N which is a
function of the given initial state only.
Dropping the constant term b(xin) and also introducing the necessary penalization of




u¯T Hu¯+ u¯T Dxin +b(xin)+ρεε. (C.14)
C.3 The QP Problem






This is a standard QP problem that can be solved using any of the popular QP solvers
available in the literature.
Appendix D
Linear MPC using a Specialised Solver
The use of a generic solver for the solution of the linear MPC problem (C.15) can result
in slow computational times which, even after the analysis presented in chapter 5, can
make a real-time implementation of the resulting linear MPC controller difficult. For
this reason, we investigate here the difference in performance between the generic QP
solver used in chapter 5 which employed the active set method as available through the
quadprog solver in MATLAB and a specialised solver FORCES Pro solver [36] which
employs the PDIP method.
For the comparison between the two solvers, we return to the U-turn scenario of sec-
tion 5.6.1 and solve a slightly modified QP problem, whereas the two soft constraints
εψ˙ ,εβ ∈ R+ throughout the prediction horizon are replaced by one soft constraint εi ∈
R
+ (i = 1, ...,N) on the sideslip angle and yaw rate constraint violations per stage. This
modification is necessary if we are to use the sparse FORCES Pro solver – which does
not allow for multi-stage optimization variables – but does not diminish the conclusions
of the comparison presented here in any way. Then, the QP problem to solve is
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min
x,u





(xk− r)T Qd (xk− r)
+(uk− l)T Rd (uk− l)+2(xk− r)T Md (uk− l)+qε εi+1
]
,
subject to x0 = xin,
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + c, k = 0,1, ...,N−1,
ulk ≤ uk ≤ uhk , k = 0,1, ...,N−1,
xlk− εk ≤ xk ≤ xhk + εk, k = 1,2, ...,N,
εk ≥ 0, k = 1, ...,N.
Fig. D.1 shows the velocity, sideslip angle and yaw rate time histories, along with
the computational times for the modified optimization problem as presented above using
the quadprog and FORCES Pro solver in the U-turn scenario from section 5.6.1. As we
can see from Fig. D.1 while the state time histories are as expected identical (Figs. D.1a-
D.1c), the time to construct and solve the optimization problem is very different for the
two solvers (Fig. D.1d), with the FORCES Pro managing to return a solution in less than
2ms in every call. This shows that the use of a specialised QP solver can dramatically
reduce the computational time for the MPC problem.
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Figure D.1: Comparison of quadprog and FORCES Pro solver in the U-turn scenario.
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Appendix E
Characteristic Speed Calculation




























Figure E.1: Wheel steering input change with vehicle speed for the constant radius turn
test.
The characteristic speed of a vehicle Vchar is defined under steady-state cornering con-
ditions as the speed at which a steering angle double the Ackerman angle is required for
the vehicle to maintain the same turning radius [50]. For the vehicle considered here
the characteristic speed was found using a constant radius test in CarMaker, whereas the
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driver model in CarMaker was used to gradually increase the speed of the vehicle while
trying to stay on a circular path of 50m radius. Given that the vehicle’s wheelbase is 2.5m





which, assuming a steering ratio of 16:1, corresponds to around 45deg on the steering
wheel. As we can see from Fig. E.1, the driver needs to keep increasing the steering
wheel angle in order to keep the same turning radius as the vehicle’s speed increases and




































Figure F.2: ISO 3888-2:2011 [23] test specifications according to the vehicle parameters
as found in Appendix A.








Figure F.3: Motodrom section of the Hockenheim track, as found in CarMaker and used
in chapter 7. The track width is 12m.
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